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Reviewer’s Preface
An accelerated but very often a catastrophic change under the anthropogenic
impact of both separate environment components and the biosphere in whole,
requires new approaches for studying and modelling existing and predictable
processes that cause these changes as well as difficult to predict processes and
their consequences.
A biodiversity study is one of the most important and, in some cases, main
indicators of the state of the environment. Biota is one of the first to react to
environment changes, and that is why its state evaluation gives an opportunity to
imagine the impact of a number of factors on complex processes, which take
place in the global system and influence living substance existence on the planet.
In order to create an effective system for receiving specific data, model the state
and forecast environmental processes, it is necessary to use landscapes as
separate units. They are the most representative indicators of a general picture.
There is no doubt that landscape ecology is the foundation stone for modern
ecological knowledge development and the basis for making administrative
decisions. Unfortunately, the landscape ecology importance is underestimated in
Ukraine; however, it is difficult to overestimate its potential when studying the
state of agro-ecosystems and forest ecosystems, creating protected territories,
developing ecological thematic maps, etc. There are only several scientific and
educational establishments, where the problem is studied on more or less modern
level, but on the whole, with the exception of certain task developments, our
ecological science and ecological education do not use enough the latest world
achievements and methods of research in this sphere. A very important step is the
complex approach to the study and modelling of the state of biodiversity and
other factors in landscapes, as well as their generalization using GIS technologies.
A substantial contribution to the study of this problem was the research done by
ULRMC and NAU, after the time when the concept of mega-agroecosystem or
agrosphere was first formed that determines substantially the state of biosphere
and human living conditions on large territories, especially in Ukraine, where the
agrosphere occupies more than 70% of the general area. There has been
developed a system of agrobiodiversity indicators, and there have been
researched changes in biota state in separate landscapes and zones, as well as in
the whole territory of Ukraine.
However, in the world biodiversity science develops extremely intensively. New
approaches and new ideas appear, which though do not become so quickly
accessible for the wide circle of ecological specialists and decision makers in
Ukraine.
The given textbook describes one of important sections of landscape ecology,
namely biodiversity modelling that is one of positive steps in ecological science
and practice development. For the first time in Ukraine there has been presented
complete information about methodology and specific actions of GLOBIO

Consortium (Global Methodology for Mapping Human Impacts on the
Biosphere), first world results of this work, and possibility of using them in
Ukraine as well as in the neighboring countries - Belarus, Moldova.
Nevertheless, the main point, in my view, is that in Ukraine certain experience in
some GLOBIO elements application has already been accumulated and important
results have been received. This demonstrates high enough research level in this
direction, both at ULRMC and NAU that was carried out with participation of
NASU scientists, especially zoologists and botanists.
The textbook shows that the clear system has been first introduced for GLOBIO
elements use in ecology research as well as for full-fledged participation of
Ukraine in this world system.
At first sight the given textbook is, putting it more softly, not very easy to
comprehend. The reason is that it states rather difficult modern approaches to
complex application of a number of methods for research and modelling of
processes in biota, particularly, those that are related to biodiversity.
Understanding this, the authors approached the project creatively: they have not
only developed laboratory classes that improve understanding of the material but
added a separate activity on human perception of landscapes that has not been
paid enough attention to by lecturers yet. A creative surprise in the textbook is
the use of works of arts by Vasyl Prydatko-Dolin (poems, painting, and drawing),
who we will reveal the secret to the reader, is at the same time one of the
initiators, authors and scientific editor of the given textbook, and uses this penname for a long time. (I cherish hope that the authors will improve the textbook
during its preparation to publication, presenting more expanded introduction with
explanations and comments).
I am sure that the publication will provide substantial advancement in the
development of ecological science, and particularly, of landscape ecology in
Ukraine, and will give the opportunity to equip both students and specialists with
modern methodology and knowledge.
Finally, I would like to thank the authors for this thorough, very useful and
timely work.
Academician of NASU and UAAS, Professor
Alexey A. Sozinov

Authors’ Preface
We pay great attention to this important point of view of the respected professor
and academician of NASU and UAAS - Oleskiy O. Sozinov. First, on behalf of
the authors of this textbook, we sincerely thank him for the positive assessment
of our desperate attempts for the first time to show the approaches to biodiversity
modelling, which are unknown in Ukraine, but started to be introduced in the
west approximately in the 1980s (concerning IMAGE), and after the 2002s
(concerning GLOBIO).
Unfortunately, our (regional) society falls behind in applying these approaches
nearly for 15 years. At the same time, we are sure that almost at any seminar, at
one of our scientific institutes, people who possess this information (foreign
colleagues, in case if they suddenly decided to make a presentation) would be
questioned and may not be understood immediately! And they would be right
because we got used to the details, and constantly search for them, but our
foreign colleagues depict both the past and the future using wide enough strokes.
The digital grid of CLUE, IMAGE or GLOBIO models fluctuates from 1 km to
50 km, but… But in such a way they try to see the planet in the whole that not
many people in Ukraine did because of lack of courage and data capability.
(Were we allowed in those already distant 1970s to think glob ally, and Heaven
forbid, touch the territory of a neighboring country by our ‘ecological model’ or
forecasts?) We are learning how to do it only now.
Additionally to those ‘wide strokes’, and taking into account the known studies
of biometri c school of N.Plokhinskyy, G.Lakin, G.Zaitsev, E.Іvanter and others,
a biometric foundation of models will cause a lot of questions: what is, for
example, ‘mean’ biodiversity and has the statistical behavior of ‘μ’ or ‘σ’, or the
probability been studied?
Thirdly, concerning a specific country, for example, Ukraine, the number of
details increases because the digital map grid in those models reaches 1*1 km.
Unlike it, a long time ago we learned how to work with a grid side, which is tens,
or even hundreds meters – these are, particularly, our models which are based on
LCCD_Bio, RS-GIS-index, etc. but… But the idea of GLOBIO is very efficient,
as it is an attempt to single out the most difficult by distance as well as
empirically - ‘natural’ species that live on remains of ‘natural territory’. In
Ukraine such approach has not been used before. In addition, western researchers
‘trained’ the model to work with a grid that has a few parameters, and each of
them is named ‘pressures’.
Finally, while we are criticizing western colleagues, they are making animation
forecasts, particularly, to the year 2050 – it is by CLUE model [90]. Moreover,
Biodiversity Convention has already added to its arsenal the indicators and
indices, and biodiversity modelling approaches are very actively discussed and
studied within the GLOBIO framework.

We agree that approaches are not simple, but are there simple models in
agrometeorology? In agrometeorology there are usually used complex equations
of dependencies, sometimes with five or eight parameters, but why then there are
more narrative approaches than other examples in ecology, landscape ecology,
and applied ecology that is nowadays studied by students? Maybe it is the time to
show both teachers and students, and further – decision makers, how, in fact,
modern ecology or ‘bioticgeoinformation’ science (see Annex 8) that is just
coming into being in the depths of landscape ecology looks like. This approach
will help to overcome the crisis, including in the agrosphere of Ukraine, for
which we, for example, have already selected minimum seven risks, named
‘complicated ecological risks’ (CER)[20]. These are risks for which the society
does not have any recipes of counteraction at all! Another problem is that some
ecologists-amateurs have made tired the society much by often ungrounded
intimidation about crises that it does not take all that seriously. Now the situation
again slightly reminds medieval ages, when herbal treatment was taken as
witchcraft and black magic: do not understand and that is why do not take in, fire
them!
However, It turns indeed…
That is why, in the textbook we have made an attempt to intertwine difficult
material with the usual for the region style of teaching, present it in comparison
with numerous questions for self-testing, notes, explanations, as well as illustrate
everything well to add some life and creative atmosphere.
Hope that the textbook will not lie around on library shelves and will invite
young ecologists of the region into the world of landscape ecology that now can
be seen by different eyes.
Ph.D. in Biology, Associate Professor of NUBNM
GIS-Biodiversity Modelling Group Leader ULRMC
Manager of ULRMC-MNP Projects (2005, 2007, 2008)
Vasyl I. Prydatko

Part 1
Biodiversity Modelling:
GLOBIO Ukraine Region Сase Study

Introduction
Biodiversity means the variability among living organisms from all sources
including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine, and other aquatic ecosystems and
ecological complexes, which they are part of; this includes diversity within
species, between species, and ecosystems diversity [1,2], see Annex 8.
The word combination ‘biodiversity modelling’ is not used in the last
official collection of documents of the Convention for the years 1992-2005
[3]. At the same time, spatial modelling of the expected biodiversity at the
level of either genera or species is a widely spread method of landscape
ecosystems study.
As it will be shown further, diversity of ideas, approaches, examples,
versions, and interpretations is very wide. It means that the demand for
such a product will grow that is best demonstrated today on the example of
the development of important international associations and target
programs. In particular, since 2003 the GLOBIO consortium has developed
a global-scale spatial model of the Earth to show the impacts of
environmental change on biodiversity. The model is designed to produce
ecopolicy relevant indicators for use in assessments, scenario exercises, and
studies of impacts of policy options [4-7].
Any modelling is not that very simple task. It requires special training and
knowledge. In 2007 the NEAA (MNP) jointly with the Netherlands
International Institute for Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation
(ITC) conducted a training course on pressure based biodiversity modelling
on a global, regional and national scale. The training course was initiated to
involve more countries and national institutions in the given process.
Ukrainian experts participated it two parts of the course. They produced the
first MSA-model for its territory – Figure 18, as well as compared their
results with other national developments and examples from the modern
landscape ecology (LCCD_Bio, RS-GIS-index, other indicators and indices,
‘pressure maps’), and similar regional approaches.
The purpose of this textbook is to apply new knowledge to using a
modelling approach on national and regional levels, and to present the most
interesting examples to the society to support sound policy making at both
levels. The reason is that these unique materials continue to be known for a
very small group of decision makers, scientists, university lecturers,
students etc. Therefore, specialists from MNP, ULRMC and NAU have
initiated the project for developing and publishing of the bilingual
(English-Ukrainian) textbook on biodiversity modelling for national and
regional educational purposes – within the subject ‘Landscape Ecology’.

Eventually, the GLOBIO Ukraine Region includes three countries (Ukraine,
Belarus and Moldova), and biodiversity modelling on a large scale requires
the development of a supportive educational package. The developed
textbook is adapted to the standardized regional university system of the
region, in particular Ukraine that trains future decision makers in ecology.
It is expected that the combination of two key approaches (scientific and
educational) in the textbook will also affect more active application of
modern biodiversity modelling in the region.

What are Key Questions to Be Answered by Biodiversity
Modelling for the GLOBIO Ukraine Region?
The GLOBIO consortium aims to develop a global model for exploring the
impact of environmental change on biosphere. It is designed to support
UNEP's activities relating to environmental assessment and early warning
of possible hazards [4,5,6]. The advanced GLOBIO-3 model provides
potential users with an analytical framework for bringing together
biodiversity and environmental change data by supporting the integration
of environmental assessments in which UNEP is involved. It includes land
use, infrastructure, climate change, invasive species, and environment
pollution, among other pressures.
The model also informs about the development of scenarios of potential
impacts on environmental change enabling implications of different
conservation and development policy options to be explored. By estimating
biodiversity impacts from human activities and overviewing the past,
present and future (potential) impacts can be derived more easily.
In this case an expected list of key regional questions can be the following:
ü What is the situation with biodiversity loss in the region caused by
buildings, agricultural, livestock and forestry production?
ü What is the combined impact on biodiversity caused by several
pressures in [xxxx] year?
ü What is the impact on biodiversity from society development
scenarios?
ü How to improve preservation of biodiversity within agrolandscapes
and protected areas?
ü Where are high biodiversity spots located?
ü What areas are preferred for planning reservation (i.e. PAs)?

Goals
creation of the Eastern European institutional network for biodiversity
assessment;
information support for further CBD’s level reporting using
GLOBIO’s materials;
extra scaling for regional biodiversity modelling;
displaying current and expected biodiversity loss for future scenarios
of society development;
‘target’ biodiversity assessment and development of future scenarios;
improvement of biodiversity information accessibility;
analysis of sustainable ecosystems support possibilities in current
conditions of the land use;
respective information support for policy makers.

What are GLOBIO and the GLOBIO Methodology?
GLOBIO means Global Methodology for Mapping Human Impacts on the
Biosphere [4,5,6]. The GLOBIO Ukraine Region includes: Ukraine,
Belarus, and Moldova - Figure 1*. Ukraine occupies the largest part of this
area for modelling, and that is why it can be an example (to be related to
goals, methodology and results of biodiversity assessment) in the scope of
application of GLOBIO approaches or initial/final results.
The GLOBIO model was designed to produce ecopolicy relevant
indicators/indices for use in assessments, scenario exercises, and studies of
impacts of policy options. The main developed index is the mean
abundance of original species (plants, animals) belonging to a terrestrial
ecosystem (MSA) 1 or the abundance of wildlife (see details below). The
latest GLOBIO-3 model estimates biodiversity losses due to the following
pressure factors: land use change (LUC), climate change (CC),
fragmentation (F), infrastructure (I) and nitrogen deposition (N), which are
rectangular components of the MSA version of 2008. The original
GLOBIO-2 model considered infrastructure impacts only.
The GLOBIO approaches (MSA, CLUE) as well as some local approaches
(LCCD, RS-GIS, direct species habitat modelling based on remote sensing
data, etc.) continue to be very new for many ecologists in the region.
Nevertheless, some first steps on the concept and first experimental
modelling in the region were made several years ago in the framework of
1

Further, we translate it from English into Ukrainian as ‘generalized” instead of ‘mean”
taking into account that GLOBIO methodology does not give any explanations about
statistical characteristics of MSA-procedure and its ‘average” value (Annex 8).

the GLOBIO-EEBIO project. In addition, the EEBIO project demonstrated
results of modelling for eleven countries of the former Soviet Union [8].
It is necessary to point out that MSA index was introduced together with
GLOBIO methodology in order to identify so called ‘solid residue’ of
natural species in changing biodiversity indicator. Part 2 of the textbook
includes some recommendations and examples of calculation of different
indicators. In 2005 in our description of RS-GIS index [9,10] there were
presented the results of the reverse statistical experiment on singling out
‘solid residue’ of species habitat changes in biodiversity indicator. In fact,
these species are analogues of original species – the term used by the
GLOBIO model. For the purposes of the experiment, a list of indicatorspecies was not changed. Finally, our RS- GIS index, similar to LCCD_Bio
[11], was based on remote sensing data, and it enabled creating a richer
mosaic of transitions from one type of landscape ecosystems to others.
As it is shown below, by the example of Ukraine, MSA also demonstrates
abrupt borders of zones, i.e. natural-agricultural zones, that do not exist
in the nature as well as in comparison with our LCCD_Bio or RS-GIS
approaches. Therefore, a search for homogenization of the surface of
resulting thematic maps and unification of modelling results are under way.
We are glad that in this textbook we have managed to present the most
recent examples of modelling approaches and, based on them, develop a
number of exercises for ecologists who continue their studies at the
universities of the region.

What is GLOBIO-3 Model in Detail
Model Description
It should be reminded that the GLOBIO-3 model estimates the expected
global biodiversity indicated by the surface area of natural ecosystems and
the mean species abundance (MSA).
The GLOBIO-3 model describes biodiversity by means of estimating
remaining mean species abundance of ‘original’ species relative to their
abundance in ‘primary’ vegetation (Annex 8). This measure of the mean
species abundance (MSA) is similar to the Biodiversity Integrity Index [29]
and the Biodiversity Intactness Index [30], and can be considered as a
proxy for CBD indicators [31].
The Mean Species Abundance (MSA) – see Annex 8 and [32,88] - is an
index, which calculates and singles out the mean trend in population size of
a representative cross section of species, in line with the CBD 2010
indicator for species abundance; MSA addresses homogenization by

dealing only with original species in a particular area; this enables
avoiding the increase in the opportunistic species, masking the loss in the
original species [32].
The core of GLOBIO-3 is a set of regression equations describing the
degree of pressure on biodiversity using dose–response relationships. These
dose–response relationships are derived from a database of observations of
species response to change. The database includes separate measures of
MSA, each in relation to different degrees of pressure exerted by various
pressure factors or driving forces. The entries in the database are all derived
from studies in peer-reviewed literature and report about indicator change
through time either on single or parallel plots that undergo other types of
pressure.
The current version of the database includes data from about 500
reports: about 140 reports on the relationship between species abundance
and land cover or land use, 50 on atmospheric N deposition [28], over 300
on impacts of infrastructure [33], and several literature reports on minimal
area requirements of species. The above-mentioned dose–response
relationships related to climate change are based on modelling and
experimental studies in 2002-2004 [12,13].
Many studies address the effects of human impact on global biodiversity
and distinguish various indirect and direct drivers or pressure factors.
Direct drivers unequivocally influence ecosystem processes and can,
therefore, be identified and measured with varying degrees of accuracy.
Main categories of direct drivers are the following: changes in land cover
and land use, species introduction and their removal; as well as external
inputs or impacts, such as fertilizer use, pest control, irrigation water
usage [34], etc. Indirect drivers operate more diffusely, often by altering
one or more direct drivers. Major indirect drivers include demographic,
economic and socio-political circumstances, as well as scientific and
technological, and cultural pressure factors or circumstances.
The drivers or pressure factors, considered by GLOBIO-3, include: landcover change (received with the help of IMAGE), land-use intensity
(received partly with the help of IMAGE), atmospheric nitrogen (N)
deposition, infrastructure development (as applied in GLOBIO-2), and
fragmentation of habitats and climate change (both received with the help
of IMAGE).

Figure 11 (a, b, c, d)

The GLOBIO-3 model calculates the overall MSA value by multiplying
MSA values for each driver and for each IMAGEi 0.5*0.5 degree grid cell2
according to:
MSAXi=MSALUi MSANi MSAIi MSAFi MSACCi ,

{1},

where i - the index of the grid-cell, MSAXi - the relative mean species
abundance corresponding to the following drivers and indices: LU (landuse), N (atmospheric N deposition), I (infrastructure change), F
(fragmentation) and CC (climate change). MSAXi is the area-weighted mean
over all land-use categories within a grid cell.
Indirect drivers, such as human population density and energy use, are not
used explicitly in the GLOBIO-3 framework, but have an impact on
biodiversity through their influence on direct drivers. For example, changes
in the direct drivers (land use, climate, atmospheric N deposition and state
of forestry, etc.), which are also caused by changing demography and
2

Basic GLOBIO-3 methodology allows using grids of a size 1*1 km or better. It should
be noted that on a topographic map a grid is not a regular quadrangle but a trapezium.
For example, in Ukraine maps of 1:100000 scale have a ‘grid” of a size 20'*30'.
Referring to rectangle above means that modelling is based on specific software, in
particular ArisFlow.

socio-economic developments, are calculated with the help of IMAGE.
Changes in infrastructure are calculated using the GLOBIO-2 model [4].
The Figure2* demonstrates the overall world MSAxi index of 2000, and
Figure3* - for 2050 [93]. Updated and detailed MSAXi with additions based
on national approaches was incorporated into digital map (Figure 18)
accompanied with LCCD_Bio (index) – Figure 21*.
Land-use effects are dominant on this map having the biggest impact on
biodiversity up to present. It should be noted that the authors of UNEPGEF BINU project have agreed on the same in terms of Ukraine based on
experts’ assessment of external impacts on 128 indicative species of
agrobiodiversity for the years 1950-2002. Their conclusion is that ‘land use
changes’ dominated and totaled 37%, and ‘climate changes’ – less than
1% [14]. The spreading effect of infrastructure is also visible, especially in
the Northern Asia and Africa. Climate and nitrogen deposition are minor
factors.
Relations with Other Models
As it was mentioned earlier, the GLOBIO-3 model calculates the expected
global biodiversity, indicated by the surface area of natural ecosystems and
the mean species abundance (MSA). MSA is an indicator of the remaining
naturalness of terrestrial ecosystems. It can be calculated by using doseresponse relationships between environmental pressure factors and the
abundance of naturally occurring species. Currently, the effects of the
following pressure factors are included in the model: (change in) land use,
infrastructure and fragmentation of habitats, atmospheric N deposition and
climate change. Results from the IMAGE model (Land-Cover Model,
Atmosphere-Ocean System) are used to estimate these pressures, except for
‘change in infrastructure’ and ‘fragmentation’. Therefore, the current
version of the model that is described in the textbook includes only
terrestrial ecosystems. It is known that scientists are developing an
extended version of the GLOBIO Ukraine model that will also include
aquatic ecosystems.

National Experience in Modelling of Changes in Species
Habitats and Biodiversity
As of the end of November 2007 the most popular were the following
results of modelling – Figure4*. The criterion for popularity was the
number of downloads of these materials, for example, from ULRMC web
page. Such calculation was done with the help of Webalizer Version 2.01.

Below are demonstrated short descriptions of different national examples
that we collected and referred to various landscape ecosystems.
The speed of IT development is impressive. It can be proved by the comparison of
replies to the enquiries related to the groups of key words in Ukrainian, Russian, and
English done by Google Search, as of October 11, 2007. The enquiries were about the
following key words: ‘information science’ (in Ukrainian) – 426,000, ‘geoinformation
science’ (in Ukrainian) – 810; ‘information science’ (in Russian) – 8,110,000,
‘geoinformation science’ (in Russian) – 152,000; ‘information science’ – 899,000,000,
‘geoinformation science’– 438,000. It means that IT is actively used for the historical
analysis and/or the change in species habitats, mapping their areals, etc. In general, it is
used for the development of applied biotical sound geoinfromation science. In the
nearest future this knowledge will be part of a separate discipline
‘BioticGeoinformation Science’, a scientific trend that uses geoinfromation science for
studying, monitoring and modelling of a biotic component of landscape ecosystems. It
should be also noted that based on the same search principle, using key words, we can
have the following series: ‘biogeoinformation science’ (in Ukrainian) – 0,
‘biogeoinformation science’ (in Russian) – 2, ‘biogeoinformatics’ (in English) – 14,400.
The latter only relates to Hexacorals. The authors consider it possible to introduce
the name of this young discipline – bioticgeoinformation science – in the GLOBIO
region, see Annex 8. The materials, collected in the textbook, illustrate well its
possibilities and potential.

Mega-agroecosystem
The terms ‘agrosphere’ and ‘mega-agroecosystem’ have been recently
introduced by scientists – Soziniv et al. [18,19]. It is extremely important to
study the agrosphere peculiarities in the GLOBIO region because, for
example, in Ukraine it occupies up to 72% of the dry land, in Moldova –
57%, in Belarus – 44% . Today, researchers pay attention to a number of
critical processes in the agroshpere, its inertance and the necessity to create
its reliable model with the purpose of sustainable development of the
agroshpere. Other complicated ecological risks or CER [20] are also
addressed. It may sound paradoxically, but up to 2005 Ukrainian ecologists
did not even have a generalized, digital image of the surface of the megaagroecosystem of Ukraine that could be used for measuring such critical
indicators as: potential portion of RB-species habitats in agroecosystem
and/or portion of the surface occupied for agricultural production within
the reserved areas or outside such areas, etc. [15]. Popular land cover
classification, developed in the 90s of the last century, which used NOAA
(1 km) data, did not meet such needs. Recently it has become possible to
access such data through the Internet and some Ukrainian zoologists have
analyzed it in the context of a little outdated but accessible in GIS-format
DIVA-GIS data [94].

Example #1. Creation of synthesized image of mega-agroecosystem of
Ukraine and its three dimensional analysis – Sozinov et al. [19,21,22].
Studying dimension, mosaics and changeability of GLOBIO agrosphere, as
well as its environment forming and ecological-social characteristics, has
been a very difficult task. Some breakthrough was done in 2003-2006. In
2004, based on MODIS 2002 remote sensing data, ULRMC developed an
approach to studying dimension, mosaics and changeability of the
agrosphere (active agriculture) and compiled the first thematic map related
to its projection into a plane. This map was used for developing a new map
of diversity of land cover classes or LCC, 1:200000, and later on - a map of
‘LCC density’ or LCCD. At that time the calculated percentage of the
agrosphere to the entire surface of the dry land of Ukraine totaled about
64%, and respectively, to the ‘non-agrosphere’ – 36% [21]. (Students can
compare it with more commonly used statistics and try to explain
differences). As the land coverage the mega-agroecosystem in Ukraine
prevails considerably, its marking out on a digital map is a key technical
procedure when compiling different maps, in particular those related to
ecological value of lands, possible density of natural or associated
agrobiodiversity, expected elements of ecological network in the megaagroecosystem, etc. It should be noted that the vector image of the megaagroecosystem is accessible and included in GIS ‘Agrobio’, which is a CDappendix to a two-volume publication ‘Agrobiodiversity …’ [21,22] Ukrainian, and now is a CD-appendix of the training package.
Based on this, the percentage of ‘point’ RB-species habitats [23,24],
compatible with the agrosphere, was calculated at about 35% … 40% from
the total number of habitats [14]. Below it is demonstrated how to use this
vector image for the calculation of the percentage of agricultural territories
within the outlines of wetlands of international significance. (So far
Ukrainian zoologists have not suggested any other approaches to this
issue).
This research also has a different perspective because the society has not
yet informed an appropriate image designed in the form of the map in terms
of potential ecological network intersection with mega-agroecosystem
coverage.
Example #2. Marking out watered meadows on the digital thematic map of
Polissya. In the international practice marking out such a complex land
cover class as ‘watered meadows’ is of critical importance because it is
related to the creation of natural reserves of international significance
within the Ramsar Convention, in particular. In 2007 in Ukraine such
activities were performed within UNDP-GEF Project on biodiversity

conservation in the Polissya region. It is extremely difficult to identify and
mark out ‘watered meadows’ using satellite images. They are rarely
classified as a land cover class and they are not present even on local land
use map schemes in contrast to ‘meadows’, ‘agricultural territories’, and
‘hay-meadows’. This is connected with the fact that such mapping is timeconsuming as well as with mosaics of the land cover class. As a result of
this, for the purposes of UNDP-GEF Project based on Landsat 7 ETM+
(1988, 1999, 2001 and 2002) there was received a necessary image. There
were found 373,447 land covers of this class (Figure 5). Thus, we found
out that previous views on the expected outline of wetlands of international
significance, which was marked out two or three years ago, were very
general; in fact, ‘watered meadows’ are more widely spread in Polissya and
they have more varied mosaic.

Figure 5

It is necessary that future local specialists in bioticgeoinformation science
pay attention to the fact that even such a working map scheme – Figure 5 is not ‘dumb’ as it is observed on maps and other documents of many nongovernment ecological organizations that are sincere in their willingness to
help government institutions. Moreover, it has corresponding references to
sources of information, remote sensing data, and its parameters.
Wetland Ecosystems
Example #3. Mapping and specifying the areas of wetland ecosystems of
international significance in Ukraine using means for collecting remote
sensing data. It is considered on the example of the UNDP-GEF Project
(2007). It should be noted that nowadays measuring and specifying the
areas is a common activity for geoinformation science specialists. Though
the previous example demonstrates that for ecological purposes such tasks

in Ukraine began to be carried out only several years ago, and certain
knowledge and experience are known just for a limited circle of landscape
ecologists. During the implementation of the UNDP-GEF Project it was
found out that even map-schemes of water-covered areas, which can be
easily received by Internet users from the technical department of the
Ramsar Convention [25], are very general. Therefore, different decision
makers use images and, most evidently, wetland areas that need to be
specified significantly. In this connection, for the purposes of this textbook,
we would like to point out which research could or can be accessed for the
given purpose and how useful they were or could be for the specialists who
are interested in biodiversity of wetlands.
In 2001 ULRMC prepared an image of three wetlands of international
significance (Karkinit and Dzharylgach Bays, Tenderiv Bay, and Yagorlic
Bay) that were related to Montreux Record [26]. It was done for the then
State Protected Areas Department. A satellite image Landsat 7 ETM+ for
the years 1999 and 2000 was taken as the basis. Some professional
technical details are provided below. It was noticed for the first time that
the difference between the areas of these land classes with a very
complicated geometry (when comparing commonly used data with those
that could be received using RS or GIS) could vary from -33% to +21%
(Table 1). Satellite image binding and corresponding measurements were
carried out using ArcView. The sign (+) in the Table shows that the given
land class can be larger, and the sign (-), on the contrary, can be smaller
than suggested before. There were used the following RS data in the
experiment: Landsat 7 ETM+ (21/08/2000, Path 178 Row 28; 10/08/1999,
Path 179 Row 28, Projection: UTM, zone 36, Spheroid: WGS84, Datum:
WGS84. Difference in percentages was calculated as the correlation of
differences between two examples: data for the years 1997-1999, presented
in references and RS data. The calculation was performed using a miniprogram, inserted into ArcMap:
Dim dblArea as double
Dim pArea as IArea
Set pArea = [shape]
dblArea = pArea.area

A guide regarding this procedure, which is, in general, very useful when
modelling, as well as procedures for measuring length, perimeters, etc. can
be found in the Help of ArcMap: ArcGIS Desktop Help→Calculate
area→Making field calculation.

Table 1. Results of instrumental measurement of the areas of some complex
wetland covers using RS and GIS data (ULRMC, 2001)
Wetland
Covers

Probable deviation from data received
with the help of other methods

Tenderiv Bay
Yagorlic Bay
Central Syvash
Eastern Syvash

+15%
+12%
-33%
+21%

∗ Note. Processing and adaptation of RS data – Yu.Shtepa (ULRMC); marking
out, creating shape-files, and making calculations – O. Petrochenko and V.
Prydatko (ULRMC).

Today, in 7 years, when analogues of similar images of wetlands can be
accessed daily via the Internet, in particular using Google Earth web page,
this event does not seem to be special. Nevertheless, this historic example
is still important. Future regional landscape ecologists are offered to
measure the area of wetlands using new RS data and compare it with the
materials related to, for example, the national ecological network and
wetlands of international significance in the region [25], and MSA-map –
Figure 18*.
Questions for self-testing

1.

Why is it important to preserve and protect wetland ecosystems?

2. What are the main negative anthropogenic pressure factors on
biodiversity of wetland ecosystems?
3. Which international agreement(s) is (are) used for the basis for
preservation of wetland ecosystems in Ukraine?
4. How can we calculate the perimeter and/or the area of such a
complex land class as a wetland ecosystem using GIS (for example, for
calculating the index of species biodiversity)?
5. What kinds of landscape ecosystems in Ukraine were removed from
Montreux Record?
6. What significance does the MSA-index take on in the GLOBIO
Ukraine region, near the territories where wetlands of international
importance are located?
7. What significance does the LCCD-Bio index take on in the GLOBIO
Ukraine region, near the territories where wetlands of international
significance are located?

Example #4. Modelling (classification) of land cover classes that surround
wetlands of international importance. Classification of land cover classes is
a powerful technique for specialists in bioticgeoinformation science. In
particular, it is used for identifying and mapping the sources of pressure,
undesirable impact on ecosystems that are specially protected, as well as
for managing, improving and optimizing the situation. In terms of
methodology, it is the same modelling. In international practice it is LCC.
As far as wetlands are concerned, when analyzing pressure factors on
biodiversity, we should pay attention to farming that is often an
inseparable, authorized by legislation, functional part of these lands. For
appropriate planning one should have necessary thematic maps as well as
apply modelling. Using several examples, known for Ukraine, let us
consider which landscape and ecological, bioticgeoinformation research
has been tested for solving similar tasks in practice.
The first upgrading of thematic maps concerning the surface of the seaside
in the area of Syvash was done by ULRMC in 2001. Their first users were,
in particular The Department of Protection, Use and Renewal of Natural
Resources and the Ukrainian office of Wetlands International. In 2002
ULRMC carried out a classification of land cover classes of a considerable
part of the territory in the south of Ukraine [38]. The classification also
included the territory, rich in wetland ecosystems, and that was planned to
be used for the creation of Syvash National Natural Park. In Ukraine
among the users of these first original or geocoded images on the basis of
Landsat 7 ETM+ in the late 90s were such organisations as: Azov-BlackSea Ornithological Station (Melitopol), and V. Vernadskiy Tavria National
University (Simferopil). ULRMC provided M. Kholodniy Institute of
Botany of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (NASU) with a
satellite image of the Pre-Syvash territory using Landsat 7 ETM+. Per
inquiry of The Institute of Ecology (Southern Department of the National
Ecological Centre of Ukraine), ULRMC developed thematic maps of the
land cover of the Regional Landscape Park Kinburnska Kosa. It was the
first time when Terra ASTER image was used for land cover modelling,
and the main flora groupings of the seacoast line were singled out in a
different way. However, the most interesting approach to modelling used at
that time was representation of the outlines of marine reserve network of
Ukraine for 1927 using GIS [21], and visualization of changes in the delta
of the Dnipro River using the first analogues of GIS (i.e. a modern and
unique program MapRoom), on the basis of almost the first satellite image
CORONA (1967). This experience promoted organizing in Kyiv the first
training courses on RS and GIS use for protected areas management in
2002-2004, on ULRMC’s initiative.

Thus, since 2001 at the national level institutions a number of examples,
which are useful for managing the impact on wetlands of international
significance and for improving a general perception about outlines of
wetlands, has started to be accumulated. It encouraged many organizations
to use RS and GIS data for wetlands management. At that time a new
science – bioticgeoinformation - was generated. Further, for comparison
purposes we will demonstrate a modern and stronger examples #5, #6, #7
when RS and GIS data were used for modelling of wetlands of Polissya in
EEBIO Region.
Example #5. Modelling of agricultural pressure on wetland ecosystems of
international importance in GIS and using RS data. It should be noted that
human presence on wetlands is more a common phenomenon than an
exception. It can influence the state of these ecosystems both negatively
and positively. The algorithm of research regarding Example #5 was
offered by ULRMC scientists in 2006. Changes in the land use or LCC,
that is part of the MSA-model, were researched with the help of modelling.
Theoretically, lower anthropogenic variability of wetland ecosystems is the
guarantee of its sustainability and better species diversity.
For the basis of satellite survey, the following was taken: а) a synthesized
image of the agrosphere of Ukraine (SIA), based on the results of UNEPGEF BINU Project using Terra MODIS data [19]; b) outlines of some
wetlands of international importance of Ukraine in GIS format using data
from the WDPA [36], with ULRMC clarifications (see Example #1).
Synthesized image of the agrosphere was updated in 2002, WDPA data – in
2005 (or earlier), RS data, on the basis of which the area of wetlands was
specified with the help of satellite survey Landsat – in the years 1999-2000.
Thus, phenomena of approximately the same period were studied.
Methodology lay in the fact that in GIS, firstly, there were selected only
those parts of SIA that were within the outlines of wetlands; secondly,
water mirror was separated from the resulting land cover to decrease
deviation that occurred due to the use of information from different
sources; thirdly, as it as in Example #1, the relative area of the wetland, that
is under human influence (haymaking, pasture, grass burning, etc.), was
calculated. It should be reminded that SIA was obtained because of the
presence of land covers on satellite maps that change more actively from
spring to late autumn [19]. There were researched about sixteen wetlands.
There were marked out 178 polygonal objects, the total area of which is
35.349 ha. Consequently, on the basis of a number of new approaches and
thanks to modelling, it was determined that about 6.4% of the total land
cover of the then wetlands of international importance was influenced by

farming. The percentage of impact from farming decreased in such a
sequence (here and there we used official names of wetlands): Prypyat
River Bay (59%), Stokhid Bay (51%), Shagany-Alibey-Burnas Lakes
(32%), etc. The least impact was on Shatski Lakes (0.11%). Intensity and
duration of this impact with the help of the given model have not been
studied.

Area of the land cover of
‘farming’ class in the
model (ha)

Number of LC parcels of
‘farming’ class in the
model

Average area of parcel
(ha)

Calculated share of land
covers of ‘farming’ class
within the wetlands (%)

Valley of
Prypyat
River
Valley of
Stokhid
River
Lakes
ShaganyAlibeyBurnas
Karkinit and
Dzharylgach
Bays

12.000

7.115

25

0.004

59

10.000

5.190

31

0.006

52

19.000

6.242

4

0.001

33

87.000

566

17

0.030

0.7

Area of wetlands (ha)

Wetlands of international
importance

Table 2 Results of study of anthropogenic activity demonstration on wetlands
of international importance in 2002 based on
modelling in GIS (extract, see the text )

In contrast to the previous, the given example has more details and gives
an opportunity to understand what software-analytical package was used
for modelling such a complex phenomenon as mapping in a digital
format all land covers of different geometry that are related to
anthropogenic activity on wetlands of international importance and
measuring a relative area of such land covers. (Please try to describe this
program-analytical complex, in the form of a situational formula using
the following scheme: ‘software’, ‘RS data’, ‘metadata’, ‘key
information’, and ‘algorithm’. If possible, suggest another way of

modeling). It should be noted that for modelling there were also used
commonly accessible satellite images such as Terra MODIS.
Questions for self-testing

8. How many wetlands of international importance are there in
GLOBIO Ukraine Region and what is their total area (in %)?
9. What anthropogenic factors do you know that negatively influence
wetland ecosystems of international importance?
10. What kind of species that inhabit wetland ecosystems of the
GLOBIO Ukraine Region has the model of the areal been developed for
on the basis of modern RS data?
11. What drivers and or indicators does the MSA-model of 2008 version
take into account in relation to Ukraine and other European countries?
12. How can we calculate species biodiversity of wetland ecosystems?
13. What approaches could be used, in your opinion, for measuring
pressure on biodiversity of wetland ecosystems?
14. How can we analyze the state of wetland ecosystems using modern
information technologies?
15. What is the relative impact (in % of the area) on wetland ecosystems
in Ukraine?
16. On the basis of Example #5, how can we calculate the coefficient of
landscape fragmentation of landscape ecosystems (Kp) and the index of
anthropogenic transformation (U)? (See Laboratory class #9 - #11).
Example #6. Search and fixation of historical changes in freshwater (FE)and freshwater-saltwater (FSE) landscape ecosystems. А. During the
implementation of the EEBIO project in Ukraine (see below) on a
considerable territory of the European part of GLOBIO, using RS data and
GIS, there were marked FE and FSE outlines on the thematic map that
changed mostly from 1928 to 2005. In Ukraine and neighboring countries –
these are, in particular, the biggest near deltaic territories and the territories
in the Dnipro River valley. The basis of the modelling procedure, suggested
by ULRMC, was the following: a) vectorization of historical vegetation
map of the former Soviet Union of 1928, where there were also recognized
watered covers; b) its overlapping, comparison of GIS data with the RS
data – it was MODIS [June 12, 2002], and SPOT Vegetation [NDVI,
August 1, 2004]. You can look at the map using the EEBIO search system
[8].

According to the GLOBIO terminology, human pressure on biodiversity on
these changed territories was the largest, and among dominant factors was
‘land use change’. Taking into account MSA-approaches, this is where one
should also expect biodiversity decrease – in terms of ‘natural species’ and
‘natural vegetation’. The given example is useful for students because it
means that visualization of changes in ecosystems with GIS could be one
of the most accessible, relatively not difficult technical steps when
modelling.
The next step is creating shape-files concerning water objects, and making
calculations in GIS (ArcMap), particularly using the procedure of making
field calculation, as showed in Example # 1. B. In 2007 during the
implementation of TALDRIMP project concerning Lower Dnister
biodiversity the author suggested using in GIS the archival topographic
maps of 1884, accessible via the Internet. It was proved that the water
object Kuchurganskiy Coastal Lake was created not as a result of dam
building, as it was considered, but existed from the end of the XIXth
century. Today, it is a rare case in Ukraine, known for us, when in
landscape and ecological GIS there were used maps of the end of the XIXth
century, but such cases, absolutely, will increase. C. To sum it up, it should
be mentioned that beginning from the end of the 90s of the last century in
Ukraine by modelling in GIS, on basis of multispectral RS data, there was
carried out thorough study of FE and FSE cover change, at least, the
estuary of Dnipro, Danube, and Dnister; separate areas of the rivers Tisa
and Lower Bug; water objects of Kyiv, Zhytomyr, Kharkiv, Kherson and
Rivne oblasts, the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, and Kyiv (with a
historic step – till the 60s of the last century). There were also researched
shore reductions and changes of such reservoirs as Kyiv and Kaniv, as well
as changes of the largest marine spits of the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov.
Modelling was followed by detailed classification of land cover classes on
basis of satellite survey with high resolution from 0,62 m to 1 km. A
considerable part of these works was executed by ULRMC and partner
organizations. There is no doubt that in future these developments could be
a good support basis for biodiversity modelling in the region using
GLOBIO, CLUE, and MSA approaches.
Mountainous (Forest) and Forest Ecosystems
Forest landscape ecosystems are studied in Ukraine rather intensively that
is connected with the history of forestation and traditional attention to this
field. These ecosystems are a significant land class to be used for MSA
approach. As far as CLUE approaches are concerned, there can be
presented data of state statistic reporting on the state of forests – in the

context of administrative oblasts, districts, or separate forestry areas, or
even groups of forest blocks. Composition of timber sorts is constantly
evaluated there and hunting animals are registered. It should be noted that a
side of a grid of CLUE or MSA-models can reach 1 km, and its area is 1 sq.
km or 100 ha, i.e. in this case appropriate modelling can be supported by
data for verification using other sources in addition to MSA data that is
partially obtained by satellite survey.
For the last years an increased attention was paid to forests that occupy
about 16% of the total area of the country, in particular such territories as
Chernobyl Zone, mountainous forests in Zakarpattya, steppe natural zone
in the Kherson oblast, near cities. Also, special attention was paid to
monitoring (fires, cutting, floods, etc.) that needed decision-making. As far
as forest biodiversity is concerned, more often it relates to natural reserves,
and less often - to island forest ecosystems, forest shelterbelts, and flood
plain forests. A new problem for Ukrainian ecologists is inventory and
studying biodiversity of ‘point’ objects, i.e. separate trees, consortiums.
There will be a lot of discoveries. Let us consider several important
examples related to biodiversity and modelling in these forest ecosystems.
Nowadays, just as in the example with wetland ecosystems, RS data
analysis and mapping of forest ecosystems is a commonplace thing.
Anyway, we demonstrate the history of the problem below so that the
reader knows what has been developed, as well as to remind what we call
PAC in bioticgeoinformation science.
Example #7. Modelling, search, and fixation of historical changes in
mountainous forest and forest ecosystems. In 2002 in Ukraine thanks to the
financial support of USAID, within the project on application of RS data
and GIS for upgrading information software for ecological network
management, ULRMC was the first to compare changes on the territories
covered by forest vegetation in the Crimea Mountainous for a decade
[83,169]. The main data used for modelling was RS data of the years 1988
and 1999, in particular: i) Landsat 4 TM (August 1988) from ULRMC’s
archives; ii) satellite image Landsat 7 ETM+ (August 1999), purchased
additionally for the project. Total calculation area of the territory, selected
for GIS analysis, was about 319 thousand hectares, i.e. almost all
mountainous Crimea. About 24 thousand hectares out of them were
covered with clouds and that was the reason why remote measurements
were not taken there. As a result of computer processing of satellite images,
it was found out that the total area of the territories, where forest vegetation
recovered or became denser, was about 0.4% of the research area, and on
the territories where it decreased significantly or disappeared completely –

0.4%, and on the territories where its colour changed significantly – 0.2%.
Thus, it was found out that for the decade the process of recovery and loss
of forest-covered areas happened to be rather balanced due to different
factors [169]. Materials and examples of this research are accessible via the
Internet, in particular on ULRMC’s web page, in publications of UNEPGEF BINU Project, and materials of the annual Yalta conferences for ESRI
software users.
Example #8. Empiric and statistic modelling of mammals’ biodiversity in
the conditions of steppe forests. A. At the end of the 90s of the previous
century there was collected statistical data and suggested an empiric model
concerning changes in mammals’ biodiversity, depending on the structure
of forest ecosystems (type of forest grouping – TFG, light structure of tree
condition - LSTC, degree of crown density, cover of the forest territory
with grass, type of soil moisture) [39]. Species diversity increases towards
complication of forest ecosystem structure. Taking into account TFG, the
maximum number is 44…47 species in narrow floodplain forests; for
comparison, in forest shelterbelts – near 22…24. Taking into account
LSTC, the maximum number is 22…29 in semi-shadowed plantations. B.
In 2005 on the initiative and support of the first of the authors of this
textbook, on the basis of ULRMC, there was made an imitation-model map
forecast concerning species diversity of mammals, associated with agrolandscapes of the Northern Pre-Chornomorya – A.Kozlova [41].
For individual work: please try to compare data by [39] with others –
concerning mammals, associated with agro-ecosystems by [40], and with
MSA - Table 5.
Example #9. Creation of special algorithms and GIS-modelling of species
areals using terrestrial research and RS data. Taking into account forest
spatial integrity but on the basis of GIS-modelling, recently there has been
developed the expected areal of Brown Bear Ursus arctos L. for the
Ukrainian part of the Carpathian Mountainous (see Example #17 and #18
below, and Figure 9*) [162].
Example #10. Modelling of integrity of forest-covered LEs of Ukraine. For
the first time in 2001 WCMC specialists made such an attempt using GIS.
A resulting map was published by WCMC in the brochure concerning
forest state indication [39]. Most evidently, MODIS data were used as
relevant mosaic. WCMC also developed an algorithm for integrity
evaluation. Being rather general, this map gives a good idea about the state
of these landscapes that we considered when modelling the areal of Brown
Bear that was mentioned above – see Example #9. Regarding GLOBIO,
such data has informative and comparative importance. Our own more

detailed results of modelling of territory cover with forest using Landsat
mosaic were received a year later (see Example #1 and #2). It should be
noted that nowadays some archival, already classified MODIS data are
accessible via the Internet without restrictions, even in GIS-format.
However, six years ago they were new.
Example #11. Modelling of forest cover of the Eastern European territory
of GLOBIO. It is one of the most difficult and time-consuming cases in
modelling that was carried out in Ukraine within the EEBIO Project. A
resulting map is presented in EEBIO Searchable System in the Internet [8].
The most difficult thing was that there is no single source of satellite
mapping information on this large territory. Information for modelling was
collected using accessible sources in eleven European countries. Each of
those countries had its own level of detail and different satellite mapping
basis. The PAC includes the following: maps (1928-2004), images
(Landsat 4 TM, Landsat 7 ETM+, Terra MODIS), software (ArcMap,
ERDAS Imagine).
Example #12. Modelling of wood-islands and wood-strips localization. In
2005 in ULRMC there was developed an algorithm for singling out such
class covers using winter satellite survey Terra ASTER. A detailed
description of the approach and the outcomes of resulting maps were
published by ULRMC [22, p. 421-424]. As regards GLOBIO, this data can
be used for studying, as a reference, or a supplementary source of
information because in known versions of MSA modelling such details are
not considered: for grids, the area of which is 1 sq. km, such ‘islands’ and
‘forest belts’ are invisible. At the same time it is difficult to overestimate
their importance. On the basis of only one use of Terra ASTER satellite in
the above-mentioned example it was found and identified more than 80.000
‘islands’ and ‘belts’, and in fact, they are habitats of species associated with
forests –Yu.Shtepa, V.Prydatko [22, pp.421-424].
Example #13. Reference list of other tendencies on testing methodology
and techniques for modelling of forest ecosystems in GIS. In general, in
2002-2007, in the Crimean and Carpathian mountainous regions, specialists
in bioticgeoinformation science studied, at least, changes in forest-covered
areas, created a number of thematic satellite maps regarding existing and
planned protected areas. Several examples of NCI and LPI have been
developed [21,22]. In fact, they are all mountainous natural reserves of
Crimea, i.e. – Zakarpattya (NNP Zhdymyr, NNP Synevir etc.). Also, it was
developed a number of models in GIS, and as a result, thematic maps
regarding density (heads per forest block) of many species of hunting
animals.

It is necessary to point out that binding statistical data on registering forest
animals to forest blocks (i.e. ‘kvartals’) is one of the most spread but
outdated approaches in bioticgeoinformation science during it’s a pioneer
stage. Another approach has been applied for modelling for a long time –
that is information substitution of ‘block’ for ‘mosaic’.
Steppe Ecosystems
The area of relatively natural and semi-natural steppe ecosystems in the
GLOBIO Ukraine Region is decreasing. Since 2008 this issue has been the
subject of a separate international project developed and implemented at
the level of the European Union. It is extremely important and critical to
identify ‘islands’ of steppes using RS data along with terrestrial surveys
because there is no other way of mapping these landscape ecosystems and,
correspondingly, planning their conservation.
Example # 14. Modelling of a land cover of a steppe landscape ecosystem.
Creation of a thematic digital map of LCC of Southern Ukraine with
resolution up to 30 m is one of the first and that is why the most interesting
results (in terms of remote identification of steppe ecosystems) [38]. In
2002 there were singled out 27 land cover classes as well as a separate land
cover class – steppe, in particular: ‘Steppe’, ‘Sand steppe’, ‘Stone steppe’,
‘Desert steppe and Salinas’. The authors used numerous publications,
archives data, as well as materials that were kindly provided by the
administration of the biosphere natural reserve ‘Askania Nova’ - for
identifying these class covers as precisely as possible. Thus, using RS data
and GIS-approach it was illustrated and proved that the south of Ukraine is
characterized by extremely high presence of ‘islands’ in the steppe
landscape ecosystem. Similar modelling work was continued by ULRMC
and Tavria National University on the example of the Crimean peninsular
[83]. Their heritage is that land cover classes were united into 9 types of
landscapes. Let us consider one of them – ‘…central steppe areas with
chernozem and chestnut soil covered with sagebrush-and-fescue
assemblages with fragments of non-fruitful lands used for agricultural
needs…’ Figure 6* shows the sequence of actions for creating a resulting
model. In total, on the main land cover class there were singled out 1.314
polygonal structures or ‘islands’, out of which ‘pastures’ were the largest
by its area and frequency of occurrence. (The diagram concerning the
results of registration in GIS of all polygonal structures in the model,
among which are steppes, can be studied on page 175 of the indicated
publication [83]). Thus, researchers achieved results starting from getting a
basic remote image using several satellite images Landsat, then – a
classified land class cover, and finally – the land class cover, singling out

‘islands’ of natural territories. It is clear that such modelling has more
advantages when dealing with biodiversity because each of the elements of
a map legend is the address that can be used for finding the species or a
group of species, and consequently for calculating the expected species
diversity.
Example #15. Modelling and evaluation of the expected species
biodiversity in the Crimea Mountainous. In 2007 in the scientific center of
aerospace research of the Earth (NASU) there was developed a
methodology of biodiversity evaluation using multi-spectral satellite
images of average spatial resolution [84]. Its testing was done on the
example of the western part of the mountainous Crimea using a satellite
image Landsat 7 ETM+ (10 May 2000) – Figure7*. It was taken into
account that a number of factors, that can be calculated on the basis of
multi-spectral RS data, influence biodiversity. As a result of this,
calculations were done using such quantitative indicators as: average daily
temperature, average daily radiation, soil humidity, normalized water index
NWI, altitude, vegetation indices NDVI, SAVI and EVI, leaf index LAI,
primary productivity NPP. (There was also developed an unclear-logical
model, where dependencies between biodiversity components and factors
that influence it, are determined with the help of affiliation functions).
Please try to compare the data with MSA - Table 5.
___
From other publications, presentations at the conferences and seminars
there are known other examples of modelling (empirical and statistical,
GIS-analytical, thematic and mapping) regarding fauna and flora habitats,
biodiversity of seacoast marine ecosystems, ecosystems of city
agglomerations (urban ecosystems), agro-ecosystems, ecosystems of
protected areas, etc. that was performed by specialists from the region. In
particular, it is related to biodiversity of biotopes of slopes on the islands of
Eastern Artic (Prydatko, 1986), pistachio thin forests on Crimean slopes
(Kalinichenko, 2005), indicator-species of vertebrates in the Eastern
Europe (EEBIO, 2006; Kolomytsev, Prydatko, 2006; Kolomytsev et al,
2005; Gavrys, 2005), diversity of local phytobiotas in Ukraine - on the
basis of LCCD_Bio (Burda, 2005; Burda, Prydatko, 2005), forest shelter
belts, and ‘islands’ of wood species – on the basis of winter satellite survey
Terra ASTER (Shtepa, Prydatko, 2006); modelling of colonies of
waterfowl in the Azov-Black-Sea Region (ABSOS, 2005-2007); modelling
of places of locust population outbreak (NAU, 2006) etc. It should also be
reminded that for these years there were developed local target GIS for

such protected territories as BR Karpatskiy, BR Askania Nova, RLP
Kalinovskiy, RLP Granitno-Stepove Pobuzhzhia, RLP Prypiat’-Stokhid,
NNP Nyzhniodnistrovskiy, etc.
Questions for self-testing

Note. Please try to find or give other examples of regional or local
importance where RS and GIS-analysis were used as examples or for
modelling of landscape ecosystems biodiversity.
1. When, by whom, and on the basis of which means and RS data was
the area of mega-agroecosystem of Ukraine calculated?
2. What was the scale of a respective resulting thematic map of megaagroecosystem of Ukraine?
3. What applied issues is the given vector image used for?
4. What does mosaic of a landscape ecosystem mean? When, by whom,
and on the basis of which means and RS data was the mosaic of a steppe
landscape ecosystem of the GLOBIO Ukraine Region assessed?
5. What are LCC, LCCD and LCCD_Bio? Give examples of their use
in practice.
6. What is MSA? Give examples of its use in practice.
7. How many watered meadows are there in Polissya? Do you know
any examples of modelling of these land cover classes using GIS?
8. What technical means can be used for remote evaluation of the area
of wetlands of international importance? When was it first done in
GLOBIO Ukraine Region?
9. How can you get map-schemes of the location of Ukraine’s wetlands
using the Internet?
10. How and which ecological and technical tasks can widely accessible
Google Earth data be useful for?
11. What are the main steps in creation of a thematic ecological map in
GIS?
12. What are ‘vector’ and ‘raster’ ecological maps?
13. What examples of successful solutions to applied tasks with the help
of bioticgeoinformation science do you know?
Species Habitats Modelling Within the EEBIO Project
Ukraine made its first attempt to participate in the development of the
GLOBIO methodology two years after it was made public [5,6,7]. By that

time in 2006 with MNP (Netherlands) 3 financial support, in Kyiv there
were created solid specific program-analytical complexes, involving up-todate RS data to support the GLOBIO initiative. It was necessary for maps
comparison of historical and expected areas of distribution of at least 65
mammals’ species for the territory of eleven Eastern Eurasia countries.
Today, the Project is developing and its final objective will be results
approximation to the format of a quite complex CLUE [90] model, for
graphic and statistic demonstration of human activity impact, in particular
land use changes, climate changes, on animal species distribution and,
finally, on biodiversity. In our opinion, it is one of the most evident and the
largest in its territory examples of bioticgeoinformation science
development.
Spatial, Technical and Methodical EEBIO approaches

The EEBIO-model abbreviation stands for ‘the East EUBIO 1.0’ or ‘the
Eastern European GLOBIO v 1.0’. Under ‘Eastern European’ it is meant
the part of the GLOBIO territory (approximately between the longitude 250
E. and 700 E (Figure8*), where there were parts of the borders of 11
countries of the former Soviet Union [8]. In GIS, this territory is limited by
the longitude of 700 E, for what was chosen the WGS_1984 frame of
reference. For species that occupy the territory beyond the Polar Circle
there was used the North_Pole_Lambert_Azimuthal_Equal_ Area frame of
reference.
Flow line and conclusive maps were made by overlapping, scanned with
medium resolution, and further rectified images in the ArcMap 9x, data and
up-to-date information, received from different accessible sources in GIS
format, including the Internet. A complete list of RS devices of the years
1969-2005, which were used for receiving data for EEBIO v.1 package, in
fact, it is the part of PAC, included: AVHRR, NOAA, SPOT, CORONA,
Landsat 4 TM, Landsat 5 TM, Landsat 7 ETM+, Terra MODIS and Terra
ASTER. Thus, objective resolution of the resulting biotogeoinformatic
products fluctuated in the range from 0.010 km to 5 km.
For marking the borders of the countries there were used ESRI data, built
in ArcMap 9x. For the territory of Ukraine as the basis there were taken
electronic maps of 1:500.000 and 1:200.000 scale, developed by the Interdepartmental Center of Digital Mapping of the Ministry of Extraordinary
Situations of Ukraine (1998, 2001)4. RS data were processed at ULRMC,
3
4

In the last years – RIVM.
Some environment state was registered up to 1997 inclusive.

using ERDAS Imagine 8.3. Certain specifications were laid down for each
monospecies GIS-models and there were built separate PAC. Finally, two
computers based on Pentium (R) 4 (2,40 GHz and 3,00 GHz) processors
were used for modelling.
The key element of modelling was using data of land cover class
classification, in particular: LC-DIVA-GIS (1992), which were based on
AVHRR; GLC (2002) – MODIS (2001, 2002); SPOT Vegetation - NDVI
(2004); and ULRMC’s specified data (based on Landsat) concerning
Ukraine – for the years 1998-2005. Thus, the whole LCC-library of the
model contained examples of 12…56 classes, and it was further used for
collecting the material for monospecies and other PAC and was
demonstrated on EEBIO map-models in the form of an information grid,
the size of which fluctuated in the range tentatively from 0.030 km to 5 km.
(See the note 5).
It is not known today if the number of EEBIO model versions is to
increase, but it is clear that unification will be moving in the line of more
active usage of climate and land use changes data. At present EEBIO
package includes about 180 final thematic maps concerning the areas of
distribution of certain species from different level taxons: ‘insects’,
‘vascular plants’, ‘birds’ and ‘mammals’.
Samples of such maps are available in the Internet [8]. Generally, in
EEBIO GIS package there were used more than 800 maps, as each
resulting map was based on 3-15 separate maps.
The above-mentioned ideas and appropriate technical approaches were
suggested by the authors, in particular during the implementation of several
USAID projects in 2002-2003, for example, in Crimea [83, Figure 6*],
during the implementation of UNEP-GEF BINU Project in 2003-2005 –
when modelling the expected animals and plants areas of distribution in
agro-ecosystems [21,22], and finally, in the EEBIO project (GLOBIO) –
2005-2006, which is being analysed now. The given approaches were
partially realized by UFP program scholars who studied at ULRMC [9, 10,
83, 157].

5

It is not clear why having such a rich GIS and RS data library for Ukraine and
corresponding experience, in publications regarding the expected taxonomic
density even in Black Sea region, supported by Ministry for Environmental
Protection of Ukraine in 2006, the corresponding map-scheme relied on DIVAGIS data of the 90-s, which are, in fact, based on AVHRR, and they are
generalized with expected resolution of 3 km…5 km [93, p.109].

To proceed with, it is given a short general description of some PAC and an
annotated list of procedures for mapping several maps from the EEBIO
package, concerning the areals of polar bear (Ursus maritimus Phipps,
1774), Brown Bear (Ursus arctos Linnaeus, 1758), and wolf (Canis lupus
Linnaeus, 1758). The content and elements of PAC for each of them were
different.
A resulting mono-species maps package will require a different approach to
be used by bioticgeoinformation scientists. Finally, it should be explained
why it is given the annotation concerning RS-GIS-index, recently tested in
Ukraine [9, 10]. The reason is that RS-GIS-index is a good instrument for
bioticgeoinformation scientists that makes possible to work with the whole
GIS data package and to build more difficult in its procedure
generalizations, important for managerial decisions.
The work carried out with big land covers and modern specification based
on GIS approach using RS data makes possible to see better the context
where as on a film the specie areal is developed. Probably the most
mistaken way is specie areal presentation in the administrative district
profile, and that is, unfortunately, being practiced in Ukraine till present,
including species listed in the Red Data Book of Ukraine, in the Bern
Convention and others. A separate case, but also unsatisfied is mapschemes, or to be more precise mini map-schemes concerning ‘point’ areas
of species distribution that should be protected more carefully: how can
such material help decision makers? In fact, at the same time researchers do
not usually have enough information and/or technical skills to build specie
areals in view of time requirements. Let us consider several contemporary
examples where such a task was solved. The material is specially presented
in the form of a case study, that is a very widespread, in particular at
business schools method of studying and teaching: a brief summary of the
situation, intended for a qualified student, with an opportunity to train your
attention when mastering difficult material, where sequence of events and
actions is an important element.
For the examples provided below we will try to complicate the description
adding more technical details so that students imagine better how to
simulate species areals in a modern sense, and most important, understand
that species areals is a very complex mosaic of all known landscape
ecological units.
Example # 16. Polar Bear Ursus maritimus Phipps, 1774. Scenario 1. In
2007 for historical modelling of this species habitats EEBIO researchers
used a computer on the basis of Pentium (R) 4 (2,40 GHz) processor. A
generalized thematic map was developed by V.Prydatko [8] using overlay

of several maps, sources of information from Russia and Norway
(Puzachenko, 1980; Belikov, 2000, Polar Bear …, 2007; Distribution …,
2006 – in Russian)[8], and additional digital maps from the package GRIDArendal (Arctic, 2006). This allowed creating a map section regarding
changes in points of view for different terms: 1980, 1967-2005, 1990s,
2000s. The term 1967-2005 looks unusual but it can be a typical situation
in biotic research. In the given case it was possible to make only this
conclusion based on the sources of information, in particular the species
description regarding Polar Bear and a sketch ‘Mammals of Russia’ (Polar
Bear …, 2007) – in Russian. It was found out that despite increased
attention to this species, its size, visibility, and the level of study; even
simplified map-schemes regarding its distribution are controversial. If
territories, where species are bred, from the point of view of different
authors coincide, then their points of view differ significantly in terms of
borders of its most southern penetration in the tundra. It was clearly
observed within the EEBIO territory. Moreover, when developing GIS in
circumpolar projection all these deficiencies become sharper. It can be
stated that the issue of the southern border of the species areal has not been
studied yet (!), and it can become more complicated due to global warming.
On the maps loaded in one GIS a point of view of a famous Russian
mammalogist Dr. S. Belikov regarding the hypothesis about existence of
linear oriented discontinuity in Polar Bear areal, at least between the
Northern Earth Archipelago and Frantz Josef Earth is quite unexpected.
It is impossible to disagree with him and his good experience. Personal
experience of one of the authors of this textbook the obtained during 10
years of expeditions in the Western Arctic proves that some territories in
the Arctic sometime demonstrate no signs or holds of Polar Bear despite of
a special and long-term observations from helicopters.
EEBIO researchers proved with the help of GIS-analysis that it changes a
calculated area of species areal no less than by 17,000 sq. km. GIS volume
for this species in the experiment was 3,7 Mb. An example of a resulting
map can be found using EEBIO Searchable Service [8].
The given example demonstrates that future specialists in bioticgeoinformation
science should not only take into account a possible set of historical maps but
pay attention to the fact that their work results can show in the form of figures
how points of view of researchers or decision-makers can ‘change’ the area
where this or that biological species is spread. Decision makers must not use any
distorted information about species areals because its consequences are
unpredictable or sometimes irrevocable.

Example #17. Ursus arctos Linnaeus, 1758. Scenario 1 (the part of the
areal in Western Palearctic) [8]. Map modelling consisted of two scenarios:
i) comparison of various points of view about the species areal; ii)
modelling of the most possible spread of the species within UkrainianCarpathian part of the areal. According to Scenario 1, there was developed
a map taking into account historical developments up to 1973 (Hunting and
industrial …, 1973 – in Russian), with further overlaying 1980s data on it
using the database BioDAT (1980) and other materials. It was for the first
time when a map of 1973 was scanned, rectified and vectorised by
Ukrainian specialists from ULRMC. There were used six main mapping
resources. When comparing data of different years, it became evident that
the entire area covered with forest, in particular on the southern-west of the
areal within the borders of the former Soviet Union, could hardly be
included in the species areal in the 70s of the last century. Continuing
modelling and moving further into the 21st century, the situation was
getting more complicated because it became possible to get more detailed
descriptions of forests as a result of remote sensing surveys and the
percentage of forest-covered areas was decreasing. It has become possible
to demonstrate forest mosaic with accuracy up to several tens of meters, as
well as with the help of a digital map single out the territories with species
composition and a projective cover that would be most suitable or, vice
versa, would be totally not suitable for Brown Bear habitats. Additional
process is to include in the map as many inviolate forests as possible where
species would occur with a high level of probability. In general, the EEBIO
team used a number of mapping sources in their work with this areal
(BioDAT, 1980; Russia’s Game Mammals…, 2005; Bartalev et al., 2004;
Inviolate Forests…, 2004; Tuayev, 2005) – in Russian, and their details are
incorporated in the map itself. A computer on the basis of Pentium (R) 4
(2.40 GHz) processor was used for modelling. The volume of GIS in the
experiment for this biological species totaled 24Мb, the volume of
supporting GIS-data - additional 70Мb. An example of the resulting map
can be found using EEBIO Searchable Service.
Example #18. Ursus arctos Linnaeus, 1758. Scenario 2 (the part of the
areal in the Carpathians, on the territory of Ukraine) – by Prydatko at al.
[8,163]. Two computers on the basis of Pentium (R) 4 (2.40 GHz та 3,00
GHz) processors were used for modelling. The purpose of map modelling
was creation of a digital thematic basis with resolution up to 200 m and
better. There were used eight mapping resources [39] and several popular
publication in Russian [Khoyetskiy (2000), BioDAT, 1980; Forest Game
Birds and Animals…, 1973; Brown Bear…, 2003; Fauna…1996; Ursus
arctos…, 2006] as well as RS data archive for 1998-2005 provided by

ULRMC. Key methodology approaches to PAC included the following:
construction of a map basis regarding forest-covered areas on the basis of
ULRMC’s archives, marking the entire territory where ‘percentage of
forest land’ was no less than 40%, removal from the digital map of the
territories which are, theoretically, left out by species (for example,
settlements with a buffer about 500-meter zone around them, sometimes
highways), etc. In total, 6561 settlements have been taken into account. As
a result, there has been developed a mapping model (Figure 9*) that
demonstrates trends of species areal fragmentation in the Carpathian region
and location of most risky existing or occurring discontinuities that are
getting larger and that can create problems for Brown Bear individuals’
migration between forest-covered islands. EEBIO researchers forecast that
in the nearest future similar discontinuities will occur on such lineaments
as:
‘Svalyava→Olenyovo→Pavlovo→Polyana’
and
‘Mizhgirya
→Kolochava→Krasna’. A peculiar isolation area where it is difficult to
expect positive results in registering this species has already been created
on the northern-east of the areal, within Ukraine.
The given point of view on the expected Brown Bear areal in Ukraine is
expressed by EEBIO researchers for the first time, and its mapping model
actuality is 2000-2001. The territory of the areal, calculated in ArcMAp 9x,
is 9124 sq. km, and density – 0,32 individuals/sq. km – according to data of
the annual forest assessment where species population was recorded as 0,3
thousand [161]. The volume of GIS in this experiment totaled 24 Мb. An
example of the resulting map can be accessed via the Internet [8,162].
*Example #19. Canis lupus Linnaeus, 1758. Scenario 1 (the part of the
areal in the administrative borders of Ukraine) – see Ukrainian version of
the textbook.
*Example #20. Summarizing cartographic data using RS-GIS-index - see
Ukrainian version of the textbook.
*Other useful comments - see Ukrainian version of the textbook.
*Questions for self-testing - see Ukrainian version of the textbook.
Practical Recommendations on GLOBIO Methodology Application
It is for the first time that we have developed these particular Ukrainian
practical recommendations. They are complied in such a way as to give
both teachers and students an idea about how to develop an indicative map
based on MSA-index within regional and/or national level, having a
computer with corresponding software and public mapping materials. It
should be noted that a complete package of additional materials, including

a detailed instruction (Calculation of current state of biodiversity using GIS
based on GLOBIO-3 methodology) is rather solid – it does not only contain
texts but also tables, inserts, schemes that are not included in this textbook.
However, students can download them from the web-BioModel [91], which
have been recently created for methodological support of biodiversity
modelling, or receive it at ULRMC. On the web-Bio-Model there also can
be found data adapted for developing an indicative MSA map. These are
specific and some difficult to access materials - in particular, comparative
maps, and maps of some pressure factors distribution.
To make easier the calculation of MSAI, MSAF and MSAN values
(biodiversity loss due to negative impact of such factors as ‘infrastructure’,
‘fragmentation’, ‘atmospheric N deposition’), the famous world institutions
such as ITC and MNP developed an instrument for process automation GloBio Toolbox. It is compatible with ArcGIS 9.2, exclusively.
Thus, today the following software is necessary for modelling: ArcInfo
version 9.2, using GloBio Toolbox, ArcInfo version 9.1 and lower (without
using the instruments of automation), as well as Excel (or its analogue that
is distributed free of charge as part of the office package Open Office).
A Set of Entry Data
Entry data from public sources are included into eight key groups: i)
administrative maps (aspect of Ukraine’s oblasts, adapted version can be
found in GIS ‘Agrobio’ [166], ii) a map of land use (aspect of land cover
based on MODIS 2000 data that is compatible with land cover classes,
which are known in the world as GLC 2000), iii) a road map (aspect of
vector maps from public national sources or from a digital world map as
part of ArcMap (ESRI) or shape-files concerning Europe – also from
sources accessible via the Internet); iv) climate change (aspect of
temperature increase since 1970, according to the IMAGE-model – near
0.569oC as of 2000), v) nitrogen deposition (aspect of critical load, current
N deposition in the context of raster maps of a global scale using IMAGEmodel); vi) a map of natural zoning (aspect of natural-agricultural zoning
that is accessible in GIS format in GIS ‘Agrobio’ [166], and that can be
supplemented with the map of world biomes developed by WWF), vii)
protected areas (aspect of territories and objects of the National Protected
Fund of Ukraine - from public national sources (or from WDPA 2006 [36]
or better version of the world database, and that gives a chance to involve
mere data of Moldova and Belarus, viii) population density (aspect of
population density within corresponding public digital maps of a national
scale, for example, for Ukraine – Ukraine GIS (1997) or fragments of

corresponding maps of a global scale, for example, from WB, DIVA-GIS,
etc.).
Taking Into Account Pressure Factors
Land Use or Land Use Change. In the GLOBIO-3 model the mean
species abundance (MSA) is determined as an indicator of remaining
biodiversity, and it is calculated in percentages from 0% to 100%.
Accordingly, MSA regarding changes in land use is indicated as MSALUС.
As a result, a raster map of the given factor impact is received to compare it
with others, such as ‘infrastructure’, ‘fragmentation’, etc. To determine the
impact of land use foreign experts distinguish 4 categories of forests (4
typological units or ‘categories’), land use on open land covers (3), agrolandscapes (5), and urban-landscapes (1). A complete list consists of the
following items (Table 3).
Land use is a collective factor and at the same time it is the most important
one that causes biodiversity loss at the local, national and global levels.
When studying the impact of direct and indirect factors that cause
biodiversity loss there was calculated a generalized degree of its
degradation in terms of one or other categories of land use. For each of
these categories there were found unique values of the land use impact –
Table 5. However, taking into account ambiguous correspondence of land
cover classes to land use classes and inequality of land use intensity,
researchers’ interpretation and justified introduction of intermediary classes
are ‘allowed’.
Developing the map of land use impact is carried out by means of
reclassification of land cover classes and further setting appropriate values
of generalized species abundance. As biodiversity losses depend on
degradation of primary vegetation inclusive, a geobotanic map can be used
to improve the reclassification. In our case a public map of naturalagricultural zoning of Ukraine was used [42].
Further, according to the scheme a public map of the land cover MODIS
2000 for the GLOBIO Ukraine Region was used. A map legend contains
the same list of land cover classes as GLC 2000 (Table 4). There are 16
land cover classes within five natural-agricultural zones. However, taking
into account possibilities for receiving more detailed data, this
methodology is adapted to application of larger entry spatial information.
For example, when determining the impact of land use changes on
biodiversity of Vietnam, developers of the methodology tested 39 land

cover classes, and it was specified on the basis of information about spatial
delimitation of 19 biomes [88].
Table 3 Typological units for land use data mapping on
a thematic map (MSA-approach)
Land use (open areas or
‘grasslands’):
ü undisturbed natural grass- and
scrublands
ü natural pastures
ü artificial pastures

Land use (forests):
ü primary forest
ü lightly used natural forest
ü secondary forest
ü forest plantation
Land use (agro-landscapes, arable
lands, cultivated areas):
ü extensive agriculture
ü intensive agriculture
ü intensive irrigated agriculture
ü agro-forestry
ü perennial crops

Land use (urban areas)
ü Urban and built up

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Classes
Evergreen needleleaf
forest
Evergreen broadleaf
forest
Deciduous needleleaf
forest
Deciduous broadleaf
forest
Mixed forest
Closed scrublands
Open scrublands
Woody savannas
Savannas

Сode

Сode

Table 4. Land cover classes MODIS 2000
Classes

10

Grasslands

11

Permanent wetlands

12

Croplands

13

Urban and built-up

14 Cropland/natural vegetation mosaic
15 Snow and ice
16 Barren or sparsely vegetated
254 Unclassified
255 Water

Table 5. Mean species abundance (MSALUC) of GLOBIO-3 land use categories
and their correspondence to land cover classes GLC 2000 [93, p.174]
Main GLC 2000 Sub category
class

Description

Areas permanently covered
with snow or ice considered as
undisturbed areas
Areas permanently without
Primary
vegetation due to originally
Bare areas (19)
vegetation
occurring natural processes (e.g.
deserts, high alpine areas)
Primary
Minimum recent human impact,
vegetation
where flora and fauna species
(forest)
abundance are near pristine
Forests with extractive use and
associated disturbance like
hunting and selective logging,
Lightly used
where timber extraction is
natural forest
followed by a long period of
Forests
regrowth with naturally existing
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
tree species
8, 9, 10)
Areas originally covered with
forest or woodlands where
Secondary
vegetation has been removed,
forests
forest regrowth or having a
different cover and no longer in
use
Planted forest often with exotic
Forest plantation
species
Primary
Grassland or shrubs dominated
vegetation
vegetation (e.g. Steppe, tundra
(grass- or
or savannah)
shrubland)
Shrubs and
grasslands
Grasslands where naturally
Livestock
(11, 12, 13, 14,
occurring grazing is replaced by
grazing
15)
grazing livestock
Forests and woodlands that
Man-made
have been converted to
pastures
grasslands for livestock grazing
Agricultural production
Mosaic:
intercropped with (native) trees;
Agroforestry
cropland/forest
trees are kept for shade or as
(17)
wind shelter
Snow and ice
(20)

Primary
vegetation

MSALUC
1.0

1.0

1.0

0.7

0.5

0.4
1.0

0.7

0.1

0.5

Low input
agriculture

Cultivated and
managed areas
(16, 18)

Intensive
agriculture

Intensive
irrigated
agriculture
Artificial surfaces
Built up areas
(21)

Low-external input and
sustainable agriculture
(LEISA); Subsistence and
traditional farming; Extensive
farming and low external input
agriculture (LEIA)
High external input agriculture
(HEIA), Conventional
agriculture, mostly with a
degree of regional specialisation
Irrigation-based agriculture;
Drainage-based agriculture and
Greenhouse production, often
accompanied by soil levelling
practices and a high degree of
regional specialisation
Areas more than 80% built up

0.3

0.1

0.05

0.05

Note. 1) Land cover classification GLC 2000 is compatible with the legend of
satellite maps MODIS 2000; 2) additional explanation on the example of the
category ‘Forest (sustainable use)’: if MSALUC equals 0.7, it means that under the
influence of ‘land use changes’ factor (LUC), 70% of mean species abundance is
remained, and, accordingly, 30% - is lost. At the same time land use is an
important factor but not the only one that influences biodiversity substantially. In
the given example MSA values are only related to biodiversity losses under the
influence of ‘LUC’. The total impact of all factors, predicted by GLOBIO-3
methodology is calculated, taking into account the impact of each factor.

It is necessary to note that agro-landscapes of Ukraine within different
natural-agricultural zones [78] should be referred to different ‘categories’
of the GLOBIO-3 land use dictionary. A thorough analysis of
corresponding data and the use of experts’ evaluations can also help to
create combined land use categories, as if transforming them into the
GLOBIO language, and taking into account their distribution in the natural
zone. For example, agro-landscapes of Polissya consist of approximately
the same by its area agricultural lands of both extensive and non-extensive,
agro-forestry type of land use (see GLOBIO-3 categories in Table 5).
Within the Steppe zone they are extensive and intensive irrigated
agricultural lands with about 20% of the latter. (Pay attention to the fact
that developing the model a researcher necessarily goes through classifying
the territory of research, search and assigning names to landscape parcels –
that is in the language of already developed dictionaries-prompts, further

ranking them taking into account the level of transformation and the
procedure of evaluation of anthropogenic transformation level (U) as well
as the level of brown lacewings – see Laboratory class #11.
Table 6. Zones (in km) along linear infrastructural objects and their impact on
relative MSAI based on UNEP/RIVM (2004) [93, p.178]
Land cover type

High
(50%)
MSAI = 0.50

Med.
(75%)
MSAI = 0.75

Low
(90%)
MSAI = 0.90

No impact
MSAI =1.0

Crops, grassland,
desert, wetlands,
snow and ice

0.0-0.5

0.5-1.5

1.5-5.0

>= 5.0

Boreal and
temperate forests

0.0-0.3

0.3-0.9

0.9-3.0

>= 3.0

Tropical forest,
tundra

0.0-1.0

1.0-3.0

3.0-10.0

>= 10.0

-

-

-

>= 0.0

Towns, lakes,
rivers

Table 3 Regression equations for the relation between atmospheric N
deposition exceedance (NE)* and MSAN for three
ecosystems (MNP (2006) [93, p.177]
Applied for land
Ecosystem
Equation
cover classes
Arctic-Alpine
MSAN = 0.9 - 0.05NE.
Ice
ecosystem
Boreal coniferous forest MSAN= 0.8– 0.14 ln (NE)
Forest
Grassland and
Grassland ecosystems
MSAN = 0.8 – 0.08 ln (NE)
shrubland
*
NE is calculated as N- deposition minus critical load.
Table 8. Global temperature changes (OECD baseline scenario)
Year
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995

Δt, ºC
0.187
0.179
0.217
0.302
0.382
0.496

Year
2000
2005
2010
2015
2020
2025

Δt, ºC
0.569
0.647
0.759
0.882
1.007
1.149

Year
2030
2035
2040
2045
2050
…

Δt, ºC
1.298
1.432
1.573
1.714
1.847
…

Table 9. Slopes of regression equations related to the mean stable area relative
to original area and temperature change (relative to pre-industrial) for
calculating MSACC by models ‘Image’ and ‘EuroMove’ [93, p.179]
Biome
Biome
Slope (oC-1)
Slope (oC-1)a
Image
EuroMove
Image
EuroMove
Ice
0.023*
0.05
Warm
0.052*
0.139
mixed
forest
Tundra
0.154
0.07*
Grassland 0.098*
0.193
and
steppe
Wooded tundra
0.284
0.051*
Hot
0.036*
desert
Boreal forest
0.043*
0.079
Scrubland 0.129*
0.174
Cool conifer forest 0.168
0.080*
Savanna
0.093*
Temperate mixed
0.045*
0.101
Tropical
0.039*
forest
woodland
Temperate
0.100*
0.109
Tropical
0.034*
deciduous forest
forest
a

Slopes marked with ‘*’ are used in the GLOBIO-3 model to calculate the
correction factor for calculating the MSACC, according to:
MSACC = 1 – Slope * Temperature.

Developers of the GLOBIO-3 methodology consider it extremely important
to use the same values that are given in Table 5 – this is to avoid free
interpretation of the land use impact on mean species abundance. Free
interpretation is unacceptable when modelling is carried out by different
researchers and on such a large territory. Taking into account the value of
the remaining MSA-index of GLOBIO-3 land use categories (Table 5),
agro-landscapes of Polissya will have the following value MSALUC:
MSALUC = 0.5*50%+0.3*50%=40% (MSALU = 0.4, or 40%)

{2}.

The same – for the Steppe zone landscapes:
MSALUC = 0.3*80%+0.05*20%=25% (MSALU = 0.25, or 25%)

{3}.

MSALUC values for agro-landscapes of the Carpathian mountainous region,
by nature of agriculture, are equalized to the values of a combined class of
agro-landscapes of Polissya, and the Crimean mountainous region – to
Steppe.

GLOBIO-3 methodology allows using a free number of ‘classes’ (using the
language of LCC-approach), or ‘categories’ (using ‘the language’ of MSA).
In any case, data is entered in the model database. A researcher can create
it in Excel and enter MSALUС values that are peculiar to each typological
unit. (Let us remember prompts from Table 3-5). Then a matrix is
transformed into a classifier, as it is called by geoinformation scientists,
where the title of each typological unit is accompanied by a figure or an
indicator. Taken together it gives an opportunity to declassify a basic map.
In our case – it is RS data (MODIS 2000) that we ‘trained’ to ‘recognize’
natural-agricultural zones of Ukraine. Declassification, or to be more
precise, reclassification (in the language of ArcGIS), i.e. renaming titles in
the classifier, or combining typological units in the groups is done
automatically. A convenient option of reclassification, installed into
ArcGIS, is used for this purpose. It has a very simple interface or a dialogue
window, and it prompts to researchers the sequence of steps – Figure 11a,
11b, 11c, 11d. Beginner users should not worry that interface of the reclassifier suggests making some ASCII transformations. These are no more
than internal standardized protocols of information exchange, installed into
ArcMap. (Professional geoinformation specialists can also use another
approach – that is when reclassification or replacement is done in the
attributed tables of ArcMap).
Thus, a resulting thematic map that takes into account the negative pressure
of the ‘land use change’ factor on biodiversity is developed, using MSAapproach or MSALUС.
The next step is to summarize what was the sequence of actions, main entry
data, intermediary and final results (in inverted commas – conventional
examples of file titles, some of which are part of ‘GIS Agrobio’). Input data:
a raster map of the land cover MODIS 2000 (glc_fin); a vector map of
natural-agricultural zoning of Ukraine (Ecoreg); MSALUC of GLOBIO-3
land use categories (see Table 5). Intermediary outcomes: a classifier; a
combined map of land cover classes (taking into account naturalagricultural zones). Final outcomes: a raster map of the land use impact –
Figure 12.
Infrastructure. Infrastructure impact on biodiversity was almost the first
factor studied actively at the stage of GLOBIO methodology formation.
Till now a started picture of the GLOBIO web page (for Eastern Europe
region) is the map with a very visible road network because in models
researchers who study biodiversity usually develop an impact zone along
roads. This is how it works: the further from roads, the higher species
abundance. Determination of the impact is based on the experience gained

when working with the GLOBIO-2 model. Within this model,
bioticgeoinformation specialists’ joint efforts helped to find a statistical
dependency between mean species abundance in different biomes and
distance to roads. For generalization there were used 309 articles, which
contained information about 204 species of flora and fauna [4].
What is meant by infrastructure impact? A shortened list includes: 1) direct
impact on biodiversity by means of ‘disturbance’ and ‘destruction’; 2)
habitats fragmentation by appearance of barrier effects; 3) increase in
hunters’ activity aimed at getting ‘nature gifts’; 4) various impact of small
residential parts along roads. It means that for each of the studied territories
zoning can be carried out, taking into account the above-mentioned list and
there can be received one of thematic maps for the future model package.
Afterwards, as it is in the case with ‘land use change’ factor, each
typological unit is assigned the expected MSA value – Table 6. It is
important that when modelling (creating a zone of impact along roads), a
relation ‘dose-response’ is used.
As it is mentioned ealier, the territories that are closer to roads, are much
more influenced (low MSAI value), and vice versa, if they are farther from
roads, the impact is lower (high MSAI value). At a certain distance roads do
not have any impact on MSAI , which is near 1. Some types of land use do
not have any impact on biodiversity, and in this case MSAI equals 1.
Let us consider how modelling is performed in ArcGIS by developing
buffers along roads, creating a raster map, selecting a group of pixels on a
digital map, and finally ranking them taking into account the additional
Table 6. There are two ways that a researcher can use to approach this: i) to
build polygons around roads by buffering with the distances indicated, and
then selecting pixels that fall into each buffer(s), ii) to calculate a distance
to roads for every individual pixel using the function Distance\Straight
Line in ArcGIS, and then select pixels that are related to the zone of impact
(Table 6). In this exercise you will use the second option.
It is necessary to point out that the global scale of the GLOBIO-3
methodology and the regional scale of testing cannot be mutually
contradictory. Therefore, it is recommended using the map of major roads.
Small (unpaved) roads were excluded from the calculation in the GLOBIO
model due to inconsistency between the scales.
Let us summarize the sequence of actions, main input data, intermediate
and final results (in inverted commas - examples of file names, which are
part of GIS ‘Agrobio’) for ‘infrastructure’. Input data: land use and/or land
cover raster image - MODIS 2000 (glc_fin); a vector road map
(UaRoads_Prj); a supplementary table of zones ranking based on

infrastructure impact; a raster map of population density (pop_ua_fin).
Intermediate outcomes: a raster map of natural and non-natural land covers
(Nature_grid); a road map of buffer zones (Rdbuffer or Rd_dist100). Final
outcomes: a summarized raster map of infrastructure impact on biodiversity
Figure 13).
For automated calculation of MSAI, an automation tool is used. It operates
within the ArcToolbox package. However, it is not part of a standardized
package, and it is downloaded separately. When mapping, in our case, the
following entry data is used: year, a raster map with buffer zones, i.e. map
with distances to/from roads, a raster map of land cover classes, an
infrastructure impact table, and a raster map of population density.
Nowadays, this tool contains an improved algorithm of MSAI calculation
that additionally calculates such an important indicator as population
density.
Fragmentation. Each species has a minimum area requirement to support
its existence. Based on a number of publication data GLOBIO experts have
determined that the approximate MSAF value during the fragmentation of
natural landscape ecosystems, depending on land cover sizes (sq. km→
MSAF) is the following:
1→0.55; 10→0.75; 100→0.85; 1000→0.95; over 10000→1.00 [93, p.179].
Further, as it is in the case with the ‘land use change’ factor, we develop a
map of fragmentation impact on biodiversity. In order to calculate
fragmentation in GIS, a land cover map (that, of course, contains data on
land use) needs to be reclassified into ‘natural’ land covers and ‘nonnatural’ land covers, or in the language of landscape ecology - transformed
landscape ecosystems. Natural classes include: forests, grasslands,
scrublands, ice and deserts. Non-natural areas include: cropland, artificial
pastures and urban areas. They are different kinds of nature patches:
natural territories surrounded by artificial, anthropogenic areas with
different land use, and natural areas that are separated internally by roads.
As a result, a fragmentation map is received that demonstrates separation
and inclusion of transformed, non-natural areas in natural areas. Further,
using GIS, this mosaic of natural territories is overlaid with a raster road
map. The resulting patches of ‘natural’ land cover class are assigned
corresponding MSAF values, taking into account their size.
Unpaved (small) roads as well as roads with low traffic are excluded from
the calculation due to minor fragmentation impact in comparison with the
impact of highways with more traffic. Furthermore, the distance between
natural area patches is not taken into account because of procedure

complexity. (Ukrainian specialists are studying the possibilities for
incorporating these factors in the national scale model).
Let us summarize the sequence of actions, main input data, intermediate
and final results - for ‘fragmentation’. Input data: a map with ‘natural’ and
‘non-natural’ land cover classes (Nature_grid), a vector map of main roads
(UaRoads_Prj), data for GIS on MSAF values dependence on different
patch sizes. Intermediate outcomes: a raster road map (Rds_wrld_grid), a
fragmentation map of ‘natural’ and ‘non-natural’ land cover classes
(Nat_rdw_rg1km). Final outcomes: a fragmentation impact map (Figure
15). Input data for automated calculation of MSAF: a vector major road map,
a raster map of land cover classes (‘natural’, ‘non-natural’), and a classifier
of fragmentation (in the format of ASCII).
Atmospheric N Deposition. Presence of an adequate number of nutritious
substances in soil is one of the factors that influence, most of all, the state
and species diversity of flora groupings. Content of nitrogen is limited,
especially under oligothrophic and mezothrophic conditions. In many cases,
plants adapt to their existence on poor soil, and survive the competition for
habitats, though it does not always happen. It is considered that in the
second half of the XXth century ejection of ammonia (NH3) and nitrogen
(NOX) in the atmosphere increased sharply. Long-chain reactions have
influenced the biodiversity of both natural and far from natural,
transformed ecosystems. Recently, based on special publications review
[33], there have been found ‘dose-response’ relationships between the
annual rate of atmospheric N deposition that exceeds the empirical critical
load level, and the mean species abundance. In the GLOBIO model it is
indicated as MSAN, and it is calculated, taking into account the assumption
that additional content of N is equivalent to N deposition in intensive
agriculture ecosystems. Thus, all agricultural areas exclude ‘N deposition’
from these pressure factor calculations because additional content of N
within these areas is assumed to be much higher than additional
atmospheric N deposition. Each of the ecosystems has distinctive N critical
load value, which can be ‘translated’ into the GLOBIO language as
biodiversity related nitrogen deposit pressure. Table 7 demonstrates
regression equations for the relation between nitrogen deposition, or to be
more precise, ‘nitrogen exceedance’ (NE*), and the resulting MSAN values.
Input data on ‘nitrogen exceedance’ in the first known test examples related
to GLOBIO Ukraine region was derived from global maps. In their turn,
these maps were obtained from data on agricultural and livestock
production as well as from processed soil maps of the world with
sensitivity of ecosystems to N inputs.

Final nitrogen impact map was received, as in previous examples, by
combining land cover classes and the corresponding regression equations
(Table 7).
Let us summarize the sequence of actions, main input data, intermediate
and final results - for ‘nitrogen deposition’. Input data: a land cover raster
map based on MODIS 2000 data (glc_fin); atmospheric N deposition
(Ndep_int); critical load caused by atmospheric N (Critl_int); MSAN – by
regression equations that take into account ‘nitrogen exceedance’.
Intermediary outcomes: a raster map of nitrogen exceedance (Exceed); a
map of nitrogen impact on forests (Nimp_forest); a map of nitrogen impact
on grasslands (Nimp_grass). Final outcomes: a map of nitrogen deposition
impact (Figure 16). Adapted data for automated calculation of MSAN - a
map of current nitrogen deposition, a map of critical N load, a raster map of
forests, and a raster map of grasslands.
Climate Change. Since the last decade of the XXth century, global
warming has taken place all over the world (Table 8). Nowadays, this is
one of the secondary pressures that impacts on biodiversity, but in the
course of time this process will become more and more dominant. (In terms
of agrobiodiversity, for the period of 1950-2005, this impact totaled less
than 1% [14]). Global warming affects species by changes in their habitats:
some species will be driven out of their old habitats, having to find new
habitats that are optimal for them because the number of precipitations will
change as well as their distribution within biomes during the year, etc. It is
observed that some species ‘move’ into the area of high-level lands,
adapting to different climate conditions and humidity. At present, a wellknown fact is a critical state of many amphibian populations.
Scientists from all over the world are trying to reflect these trends, evaluate
the changes, and upload them in the model. Researchers from MNP
received first simple regression equations, where MSA value depends on
average global temperature change (Δt, С0). Resulting mean biodiversity in
this case is marked as MSACC. In the GLOBIO model these regression
equations {4} are used in order to find out possible theoretical MSA values
in these or those biomes of the dry land.
MSACC = 1 – S * Δt,

{4},

where, S – biome sensitivity, Δt – temperature changes (predicted
temperature rise of 0.569 oC for 2000 by IMAGE model) - see Table 8.
Biome sensitivity values are derived from IMAGE and EuroMove. In the
GLOBIO-3 methodology there was only used their final combination.
Climate change impact is calculated, assigning MSACC values for each of

biomes, and taking into account CC-response of the biome. A resulting
map is a raster one, where each pixel or a group of pixels indicate the
expected impact of climate change on biodiversity.
Further, these values are imported into ArcGIS for presenting MSACC on
the map. In our case a land cover of a typological unit of naturalagricultural zoning of Ukraine is taken as a land cover of the biome.
(Figure 17).
Input data: natural-agricultural zoning of Ukraine (Ecoreg_fin); degree of
biomes sensitivity (Table 9); a table of annual temperature changes (Table
8). Final outcomes: a map of climate change impact (Figure 17).
Summarized Impact on Biodiversity (MSA-index in Ukraine.) Total
pressures impact on biodiversity (MSAi) is received by multiplying MSA(s)
of corresponding grid-cells, in GIS, for each of the key factors of the
GLOBIO model (land use, infrastructure, fragmentation, nitrogen
deposition, and climate change), using the following formula {1}.
It was demonstrated above how to calculate each component of the formula.
When first testing the GLOBIO model in the region there was used a raster
map of Ukraine with a grid size of 1*1 km. Accordingly, the area of each
grid-cell equaled 1 sq. km. As this map is only approximated to a real one,
the area of the country differed from the one received by using
standardized vector maps that take into account the Earth’s shape, and
where each grid does not have a form of a rectangle but the form of a
trapezium.
Anyhow, in the given model there were used 598,419 grid-cells, and
biodiversity changes caused by pressure impact were evaluated in the area
of about 603 thousand sq. km!
It should be pointed out that at first sight multiplying grids can be seen as a
very complicated function, but in GIS it is easily performed using a raster
calculator. In the ArcMap interface, and taking into account the assigned
titles of columns for attributed tables, a necessary script will be as follows:
Impact_tot =
[Lu_impact]*[MSA_infra1]*[Impact_Fragm1]*[Impact_ndep1]*[Imp_climatfin]

It is clear that other researchers will use different scripts because of
different file names. Attention should also be paid to the fact that input data
of grid-cells (components of MSA factors) changes within the interval from
0 to 1. To transform this indicator in percentages, it is necessary to enter
the coefficient 100 in the formula.

Input data: a map of land use impact (Figure 12); a map of infrastructure
impact (Figure 13); a map of fragmentation impact (Figure 15); a map of
atmospheric N deposition impact (Figure 16); a map of climate changes
impact (Figure 17). Final outcomes: a map of the mean species abundance
(MSAI) of the prevailing part of the GLOBIO Ukraine region (Figure 18).
Data Aggregation: Administrative Units Aspect. To make
comprehension of the results of this modelling easier as well as to take
administrative decisions it is extremely important to present data in the
form of a diagram – the aspect of administrative units (oblasts, districts). If
modelling is carried out for such a large region, it is worth marking out
specific countries. Technically, such an action is done by digital division of
the whole map of MSAI into fragments of a size of an administrative unit.
Further, MSAI is calculated in GIS as a mean for each administrative unit –
Figure 21. It is necessary to pay students’ attention that within the context
of landscape ecology – it is the same profile development that should be
completed according to Laboratory class #2 and #3 requirements.
Our new calculations proved that a correlation of these two variables (MSA
and LCCD) is considerable and reliable: rx,y=0.774; n=26; t=5.86>>tst=3.74
for P=0.001.
The next example demonstrates how to develop such a profile in the form
of a circular diagram.
Data Aggregation: Biodiversity Loss Aspect in the Region. Such data
aggregation can be done by developing a landscape and ecological profile,
and assigning different MSAi values based on ‘dose-response’ principle.
The diagram demonstrates biodiversity changes (losses) both due to key
pressure factors (climate change, infrastructure, fragmentation, N
deposition, land use) and due to additionally details inside of ‘land use
changes’. The model allows dividing a statistical complex into other
components, in particular agriculture, forestry, pasturing, and build up.
As a result, on a significant part of the GLOBIO Ukraine region
‘agriculture’ had the biggest impact on the mean species abundance –
Figure 19.

Suppportive Interactive Educational Resources on Modelling
(GLOBIO, MSA, CLUE, EEBIO)
It is necessary to remind that such abbreviations as GLOBIO, MSA, CLUE,
and EEBIO have become known only recently, and they are still little
known for the GLOBIO Ukraine region. Nevertheless, nowadays it is
possible to follow the development of these approaches, receive copies of
resulting maps via the Internet, and compare modelling results that are
received in different countries [5, 8, 35]. In Europe GLOBIO, MSA, and
CLUE modelling approaches are used in almost all countries, except the
former Soviet Union countries. In the part of modelling that is related to
areals of indicator-species these territories were covered by the EEBIO
model [8]. In addition to all European countries, CLUE model [23] also
covers China, Vietnam, Equador, Costa-Rica, Kenia, etc.
As far as we know, GLOBIO methodological recommendations were
adapted for training and education purposes only in Ukraine, in particular
in the form of the given training and methodological guidelines. Recently,
in 2008 there was also created an additional web page BioModel [98].
The advantage of these interactive resources is animation models. In
particular, forecasting with the help of CLUE model up to the years of
2030 and 2050, overlaying the MSA model on LCCD, or demonstrating
shifts of not only areals of species under the influence of climate changes
but the whole complex of points of view of different authors who continue
to debate. Anyway, nowadays, modelling is almost the only way to find
compromise decisions.
___
Other supportive the training package materials of the Chapter 2 include: i)
examples of 30 final test questions for students’ knowledge evaluation
(Annex 2), and ii) Bachelor’s and Magister’s theme examples (Annex 9).

Part 2
Student’s Workbook

Preface to Part 2
The workbook is aimed at systematization of the context of laboratory
classes of the subject Landscape Ecology (LE), taking into account modern
informational and technological achievements that refer to biodiversity
modelling, and improvement of student’s work, which is done
independently without or with lecturer’s participation. LE is a standard
professionally oriented subject. Its study is planned for the forth semester
in NAU (Kyiv).
The aim of LE study is getting theoretical knowledge and practical skills
about differences in ecological relations in landscape ecosystems (LEc),
different in their content, size and the level of anthropogenic changes, and
explaining reasons of these differences. Approaches like GLOBIO, as well
as MSA, CLUEs, etc., access to supportive information in Internet, ability
to work with RS and GIS data are extremely helpful nowadays.
The subject of LE in its condensed and accessible form is to get students
acquainted with the main laws of LEc forming and functioning, laws of
their dynamics, stability, development forecast and use optimization, and to
nurture skills of conscious LEc perception in space and time.
This example of student’s workbook is made on the basis of a typical
programme Landscape Ecology, in Ukrainian, for higher educational
agricultural establishments of II-IV accreditation levels of the field 0708
Ecology (specialty 6.070800 Ecology and Environmental Protection),
approved by The Department of Agricultural Education and Science of
Ministry of Agricultural Policy of Ukraine on 12 August 2005. It defines
the order of laboratory tasks completion and helps to organize students’
work more efficiently, stimulating their creative search.
The workbook developed by us has four topics, stipulated by the typical
program mentioned above:
o LEc Diversity and Ecological Profiling
o Human Perception of Landscape Ecosystems
o Analysis
of
Landscape
Ecosystems
Transformation
o Landscape Ecosystem Monitoring6.

Anthropogenic

These topics are disclosed in the process of performing 16 assignments
during laboratory classes in Ukrainian, and 11 - in English. A separate
topic in the workbook combines the following structural elements:
description of the laboratory class layout according to the traditional
6

Note: the topic ‘4’ is included to the Ukrainian version of the Book.

scheme: topic, aim, materials and equipment, home assignment, course of
work, fixation of results, and it is ended up by formulating the general
conclusion. Questions for knowledge check, recommended sources of
information, etc. are provided in the Annexes 1-9 of the two books.

Topic 1. LEc Diversity and Ecological Profiling
Besides studying the main principles of ecology there is also a need to
compare living organisms and their groups as ‘elements of interaction with
freely organized matrix of the environment’ (Margalef, 1992)[64]. One of
ecology classics of the 30-40s of the last century D.N. Kashkarov
considered the investigation of the problem ‘life area and its subdivisions’
to be one of the most important ecology tasks. Spacious analysis showed
that the activity of most ecological factors is not of chaotic but organized
gradient character, which manifests in consecutive increasing or decreasing
of ecological factors significance in space.
As it is known from the course of terrestrial ecosystems, gradients of
ecological factors are formed under the influence of differences based on
the amount of sun warmth, which comes to different parts of the planet,
under the influence of atmosphere pressure with the increase of the altitude
above sea level or the distance from the ocean to the centre of the continent
or, and this is very important for landscape ecology, through the
redistribution of moisture and chemical substances on the mesorelief within
the borders of a certain area. According to the above-mentioned, there exist
four types of natural ecological gradients in biosphere: longitude-zonal,
altitude-zonal, the gradient of continentality, and catenary.
According to these gradients, diversity of natural ecosystems of different
types is differentiated. For example, G. Walter [98] considers land biomes
according to the first three gradients: longitude-zonal, altitude-zonal, the
gradient of continentality, singling them out by phitocenosis aspect.
Nowadays, at a high level of natural ecosystems transformation under the
influence of human activities, natural landscape is substituted by cultural
landscape. ‘Cultural landscape’ is considered to be a synonymic notion to
‘anthropogenic landscape’, i.e. the one changed by a human being. In
certain circumstances of flat territory of Ukraine, where the percent of
agricultural land and arable land, in particular, is pretty high, an ecologist
should always keep in mind and take into account one more very important
factor – anthropogenic influence on ecosystem, including the one of
landscape dimension.

While studying ecosystems diversity (at the laboratory, especially before
the field stage), it is necessary to classify the territory attentively and to
describe these notions-classes in detail. There is a widely spread approach
according to which ecologists describe ‘types of land’ and
‘apportionments’. Anyway, they are either directly shown on topographic
and/or thematic landscape maps, or their analogies may be chosen out of
the terms of land cover classes LCC as it is done during Earth’s remote
sensing surveys [4,8-11,14-16,39,157,160,163 etc.]. Information about
types of lands is often given in various statistic reference books, i.e. it is
easily accessible. In the strict sense, space borders of ‘types of lands’ or
‘apportionments’ do not always totally coincide with the borders of
landscape level ecosystems or their components. This should be paid
attention to while planning and doing field research to make corresponding
amendments.
Qualitative analysis of landscape structure of the area, which is considered
to be LEc diversity and fragmentation, is done on the basis of maps, space
maps or plans. Morphological units of landscape make an internal picture,
creating complex space combinations. On the map this picture reminds
complex mosaic. Only in separate landscapes some explanations to these
patterns can be found (for instance, alkaline lands, sub-mountain
landscapes, etc.). In landscape studies there are some efforts of classifying
landscapes according to the form and location of their outlines. For
example, there are zone, strip, diffusive, fan-shaped, concentric landscapes,
etc. However, more often landscapes have to be classified as ‘indefinite’
according to their outlines.
Together with qualitative characteristics it is necessary to use qualitative
parameters:
• number of components (typological units, ‘types of lands’,
‘apportionments’, ‘outlines’);
• absolute and relative areas of ‘types of lands’, ‘apportionments’,
‘outlines’;
• linear sizes of ‘types of lands’, ‘apportionments’, ‘outlines’;
• length of borders of ‘types of lands’, ‘apportionments’, ‘outlines’.
These data are easy to obtain, in particular, from a landscape map, a mapscheme, a space map, a plan of a country and that is why they are called
primary. (NB: MSA means abundance of original species relative to
pristine – see Annex 8]. Based on them it is possible to define an average
area of apportionment or outline, space borderlines, etc.

LEc diversity is defined by parts of LEc of a certain category (for example,
‘type of land’) in the general area of the studied territory.
Landscape fragmentation is characterized by parts of separate kinds of LEc
of a certain category (or borders) in the general area of the studied territory.
The simplest way to define LEc diversity and fragmentation by relative
area of land types and apportionments is the following. With the help of
overlay grid (a piece of tracing paper or a film, with a grid of squares on it
or even checked sheets of paper from a notebook, which is overlaid on a
Xerox copy of a map fragment and examined against a window), a number
of full and not full squares for each chosen topology unit. Then, the number
of not full squares of overlay grid is defined, which is divided in halves and
added to the number of full squares. If necessary, according to the scale,
absolute area of every topological unit or ‘apportionment’ is defined. While
evaluating results and building circular diagrams, the whole area of the
analyzed territory is taken as 3600. According to the proportion rule, the
area of a separate border is defined in degrees (1% of the area = 3,60).
Up to now a profile building method – ecology profiling has been an
important method of LEc diversity study of a certain area [70,72,141],
which is today supplemented with more complex modelling of changes and
impacts on diversity (MSA, CLUE, IMAGE and regional - LCCD_Bio,
RS-GIS, etc.), examples of which were examined in Part 1.
Landscape profile (from French – shape, profile) – a term that has two
meanings [141]:
1. The way of adjacent geographical representation of landscape
features of different ranks according to a clearly set line. A profile line is
put in the way to show better morphological structure of landscape,
diversity and mutual location of landscapes of different ranks, age, genesis,
and anthropogenic transformation level. The borders (boundaries) of
landscapes or their apportionments are marked using either maps or plans
and characteristics of all ecosystem components. The sources of
information are field observations or branch maps and reference books.
2. A line or a long thin stripe on the area (so called polygon-transect),
which crosses several landscapes of low taxonomic rank (facies, tracts),
typical for a certain territory. The following things are studied with their
help:
• adjacent changes of features of landscape components;
• manifestations of continuity and discreteness (discontinuity) of
landscape features changes and their factors;
• character of transitions (borders) from one landscape to the other;

• dynamic and evolutionary changes if observations are lasting.
Observations in polygon-transect can be isolated or lasting, periodic or
constant. In the latter case they allow tracing changes of features of
separate components and the whole landscape in space and time. In order to
get quantity data necessary for modelling processes that happen in LEc a
number of observation stations is arranged on the profile. Synchronic
measurements and observations using standard programs (measurement of
radiation amount, warmth balance, air and soil humidity, wrecking and
coming in of crumbly material, increase of biomass or its elements,
phonological stage characteristics, etc.) are done there.
It is necessary to emphasize, in particular the importance of mapping on
polygon-transect of various dynamic changes in states of ecosystems that
are different in level, size, and functional complexity (for example, facies,
ravine, area type, landscape) – for further comparative analysis. Space and
time LEc changes are registered with the help of such thematic mapping.
Such changes appear under the influence of different factors and then are
further processed in the environment of modern GIS or such innovative
software-analytical algorithm package as CLUE, the results of which
should be checked in the very area.
In Ukraine, the method of profiling was obviously used for the first time by
Teetzman (1845) when studying steppes adjacent to the Black Sea in 1837
in Askania Nova. He was the first to describe underground and ground
parts of plants on a profile. Teetzman’s neighbor, Cornis, used his
methodology and added the method of grass stand weight analysis.
Developing a landscape profile using a map or a plan is usually begun with
drawing its hypsometry-bathymetric line (of geomorphological profile).
The distance is protracted on the abscissa axis, height and depth (the height
is above zero, the depth is below zero) – on the ordinate axis. The ocean
level is taken as zero. It is recommended to choose a horizontal scale,
multiple of map or plan scale. For example, there is 1 km in 1 cm on a
topographic map of 1:100,000 scale, and there are 2 km in 1 cm on a map
of 1:200,000 etc. The vertical scale is chosen according to a specific
situation on a certain area by the difference between the highest and the
lowest point but in such a way that all apportionment on the profile can be
clearly depicted. The values of other indicators depicted on the profile are
put according to the same scale. In case when sources of information do not
allow this, the indicator value has to be recounted according to the scale set
by the researcher.

The basic indicator of profiling is put on geomorphological line. In
ecological profiling the basic indicator is usually a type of ecosystem or
vegetation cover as physiognomic manifestation of LEc. In order to write
down the names of ecosystem types a horizontal stripe of 1cm wide is
drawn under the line of a profile. The borders of ecosystems are put down
on the horizontal stripe in vertical lines and marked in different colours,
numbers, other conventional signs or their names are written. In the same
way the rest of ecological indicators that are depicted on a profile are put
on separate stripes 1cm wide on the same horizontal scale with
corresponding notes under the stripe of ecosystem types. Finally, after
tracing the interconnection between values of indicators, depicted on a
profile, the analysis of a profile is given.
Catena gradients are widely used by landscape ecology for the purpose of
ecology analysis. Usually, an ecological profile is made according to the
gradient of redistribution of humidity and chemicals on mezorelief (or on
catena) for catena gradients definition.
‘Catena’ in Latin means ‘a chain’. The first definition of the notion was
given in 1936 (Milne, 1936) as ‘a range of soils adjacent by relief, the
differences between which are connected with the change of height and
slope level that defines drainage’. Milne interpreted catena as the chain that
does not have certain beginning or end. The development of this chain can
be considered from any height and slope level. According to such approach,
it is difficult to define any standard chain elements, which makes it very
difficult or impossible to compare different catenae. Later on, a more
detailed definition of catena was given by B.V. Polyvanov [71], M.A.
Glazovska [56], and other researchers. At this point there is a distinctively
defined notion about eluvial and accumulative elementary landscapes as
typical initial and final catena elements.
Eluvial elementary landscape is characterized by the absence of substance
addition except those that come with precipitation.
Accumulative or sub-aqual elementary landscape is characterized by the
absence of substance migration.
Transit or super-aqual elementary landscape is located between the abovementioned two and differs by different ratio of substance addition and
migration.
The essence of catena approach to ecological laws analysis is in singling
out one or some modelling geomorphological profiles in any area that
move from the highest point to the lowest. Every profile is subdivided into
separate patches along relief according to certain factors, i.e. its grading is

carried out according to humidity, temperature, salinization, etc. The
condition is accepted that upper patches of catena are the driest, lower ones
are the most humid. From the top, most factors change gradually and
smoothly. That is why catena serves as a natural ‘instrument’, where
ecological features of various kinds of plants, animals, microorganisms and
their groups, as well as ecosystems in general are manifested.
Change in many biological parameters (number of organisms, species
richness, diversity, biomass, biological production, etc.) along the
ecological ray of one catena is described by curves, which remind of
tolerance curves in laboratory physiological experiments by the form
similar to a bell.
Catena is interesting for ecologists because it is an intermediary link
between an elementary unit of biosphere – biogeocenosis and a landscape.
This is a polygon in which soils evolution, succession of vegetation cover
and animal population, as well as microcosm restructuring happen. The
prospective study of catena is determined by the fact that 60% of the dry
land is occupied by hills with a 10-degree slope. So, catena is the most
widely spread form of organizing landscapes, especially of a steppe type
[67].
Practical apportionment of catenae in the area is connected with certain
difficulties caused by the problem of correspondence of the theoretical
model and specific combinations of natural elements in an area to
researcher’s skills and experience.
Certain standardization of specific geomorphological profiles through
singling out analogous elements is necessary for ecological comparison.
Setting standards is, in general sense, setting single evaluation norms of
quality of objects under research, reduction of a great number of evaluation
parameters to a small number of typical ones. In the Ukrainian flat part
landscape standardization is necessary and needed because of excessive
diversity of landscape level ecosystems. The following catenae are
obviously widely spread ere:
• across terraced river valley from the upper terrace to mouth;
• across the slope of dell or ravine from watershed to the bottom of
temporary waterway;
• along the slope of lake depression from watershed to a lake along
staircases of ancient terraces;
• etc.
Catenae also differ by expositions according to the parts of the world.

The features of landscape ecosystem greatly depend on its neighbors or
‘neighborhood’. Landscape scientists explain this feature simply by the fact
that two elementary landscapes or ‘apportionments on a map’ either are
neighbors or are not [57]. Neighborhood may reflect genesis relations of
ecosystems, their nature or anthropogenic similarity-difference, etc. and it
is in this way a tempting reason for using it as a basis for managing the
mosaics of elementary LEc in time and space. These questions are studied
in more detail in the unit ‘National Econet Development’ of the training
course Protected Areas Management.
The simplest way to define the character of neighborhood is just to
enumerate neighboring ecosystems of the same size. Having enumerated
neighboring ecosystems of the same size within the limits of a certain area
it is possible to get the neighborhood matrix, built according to two
neighborhood features: 1 – landscape ecosystems that border on each other;
0 – landscape ecosystems that do not border on each other. The graph of
presence-absence of neighborhood is built according to the matrix and the
character of neighborhood between ecosystems of a certain area is
determined more visually.
The feature of ‘ecosystem accessibility’ is interesting for landscape
ecologists. This is the number that shows how many and which ecosystems
it is necessary to go through to get from one type of ecosystem to the other.
Such number is called ‘the order of neighborhood’. Determining the
location of an ecosystem through neighborhood with others is useful for
learning not only space configuration of ecosystems but also time dynamics.
However, received indicators, which characterize landscape ecosystems
through neighborhood to some extend, are sometimes not very easy to
interpret. Of course, neighborhood of ecosystems as well as the
configuration of their space limits is determined by many factors of natural
and anthropogenic character. The neighborhood indicators that are based
on quantity indicators, for example, the length of borders between
neighboring ecosystems, may be more reliable. Considering all relativity of
such limits these indicators may be used successfully for ecosystems
neighborhood evaluation and the graphs built on them will be much more
precise.
Nevertheless, in comparative ecology quantitative and qualitative
indicators are usually used for comparison of neighboring ecosystems.
These indicators do not only characterize their configuration but also some
abiotic, biotic and ‘biokosny’ component. For example, landscape
ecosystems are compared by species richness of biota (α-diversity of
ecosystems), or diversity of groupings by factor gradient (β-diversity of

ecosystems), diversity of ecosystems in space depending on the history of
their development (γ-diversity of ecosystems), etc.
Laboratory class 1
ANALYSIS OF DIVERSITY AND FRAGMENTATION OF
LANDSCAPE ECOSYSTEMS
Lesson aim: consolidation and enhancement of knowledge about diversity
and fragmentation of LEc; skills development for studying and controlling
diversity of landscape level ecosystems.
Materials and equipment: A set of colorful area plans of 100 m in 1 cm
(1:10,000) scale or topographic maps of 1 km in 1cm (1: 100,000) scale
with detailed conventional signs to them (fragments of landscape maps),
atlas [79], measuring bars, overlay grids.
Home Assignment
Using recommended publications, lecture texts and any other accessible
information prepare answers to questions 1-19 in Annex 3.
Prepare a short report ‘Development of Knowledge About Landscape
Ecosystems of a Certain Area, Their Diversity and Fragmentation’.
Course of Work
1. Study a plan or a topographic map of a certain area. Using horizontal
or vertical map scale and its legend make an analytical conclusion about
landscape diversity of the area according to horizontal and vertical sections.
2. With the help of a ruler break the area into squares with a 5 cm side;
using the legend decode all apportionments that come across on the area
plan, square by square.
3. According to the area plan or map analyze LEc diversity by types of
lands. Enter the list of lands into Table 1 taking into account the number of
their apportionments.
4. With the help of an overlay grid determine relative sizes of squares
of all apportionments (outlines) by types of apportionments and enter data
into Table 1.
5.

Assess the coefficient of landscape fragmentation by the formula:
Кр= (М\Р)100%

{5},

where Р – general area of the assessed region; М – area-weighted mean of
the landscape outline area;

М = Р/n

{6},

where n – a number of all outlines.
Fixation of Results
Write down the course of calculation of landscape fragmentation
coefficient; make an analytical conclusion about LEc diversity of the given
area. Using data from Table 10 build circular diagrams of landscape
fragmentation and landscape diversity of the area.
Table 10. LEc diversity of the area (write down the name)

Area

1

Overlay
grid
squares
…

2

…

1

…

2

…

1

…

2

…

1

…

2

…

Steppe

…

…

Grassland

…

…

Grass moor

…

…

Outcrop with
single trees

…

…

Ravines, cliffs,
washouts

…

…

Sands

…

…

Forest
slash/deforestation

…

…

Orchards

…

…

Forest belts

…

…

Roads

…

…

Types of lands

Deciduous forest
Mixed forest
Coniferous forest
Shrubs

Apportionments

%

Share in
degrees

Agricultural fields

…

…

‘Selitebny’ - lands
intended for
building

…

…

Rural lands

…

…

Other

…

…

Laboratory class 2
DEVELOPING A LANDSCAPE PROFILE OF A SPECIFIC
TERRITORY
Class aim: consolidation and enhancement of knowledge about space
characteristics of landscape level ecosystems; skills development for
landscape profiling and using it for landscape ecology.
Materials and equipment: A set of colorful area plans of 100 m in 1 cm
(1: 10,000) scale or topographic maps of 1 km in 1 cm (1: 100,000) scale
with detailed conventional signs to them (fragments of landscape maps);
atlas [79], measuring bars.
Home Assignment
Using recommended publications, lecture text and any other accessible
information prepare answers to questions 20-21 in Annex 3.
Course of Work
1. Using the materials of the previous laboratory class revise diversity
and fragmentation of the LEc chosen for area analysis.
2. On a map or plan choose the area that is most diverse by horizontal
and vertical profiles. With the help of a measuring bar draw a line
(landscape profile) through it that connects two highest points and goes
through the lowest part of the area.
3. Define optimal scale for developing a landscape profile by horizontal
and vertical map scales.
4. In a notebook (Table 11) develop a geomorphological profile along
the line drawn on the map when completing task 2.
5. Using the map legend put down the types of lands (apportionments,
borders) on a geomorphological profile and mark them correspondingly.
6. Make a conclusion about landscape diversity of the developed profile
by horizontal and vertical sections.
7. Using the materials of Laboratory class 1, make a conclusion about
representation of the developed profile according to LEc diversity of the
chosen area and explain the results.

Fixation of Results
Fill in Table 11 and rewrite it into a notebook. Develop a landscape profile
in a notebook. Write down a generalized conclusion in accordance with
tasks 6,7.

From

To

Vertical profile,
m
From

To

№

Horizontal profile,
km

Apportionment,

Table 11. Structure of landscape profile (write down an area name)
Type of lands by legend
Deciduous forest
Mixed forest
Coniferous forest
Shrubs
Steppe
Grassland
Field
Sands

Laboratory class 3
DEVELOPING AN ECOLOGICAL PROFILE BY THE GRADIENT OF
REDISTRIBUTION OF MOISTURE AND CHEMICALS ON CATENA
Class aim: consolidation and enhancement of knowledge about diversity of
landscape level ecosystems on catena; skills development for studying LEc
diversity on catena in the flat part of Ukraine.
Materials and equipment: A set of colorful area plans of 100 m in 1 cm
(1: 10,000) scale or topographic maps of 1 km in 1 cm (1: 100,000) scale
with detailed conventional signs to them (fragments of landscape maps);
atlas [78,79], measuring bars.
Home Assignment
Using recommended publications, lecture text and any other accessible
information prepare answers to questions 22-26 in Annex 3. Prepare a
report on ‘Experience in using the method of profiling on catena in
landscape ecology’.

Course of Work
1. Assess LEc area diversity that was studied during the first two
laboratory classes by geochemical elements of a landscape, singling out
eluvial, subaqual and superaqual elementary landscape ecosystems. Define
their space location and ratio by area.
2. Familiarize yourself with the map Landscape and Geochemical
Zoning of Ukraine [78, p. 86 - in Ukrainian]. Study the system of the map
legend. Using the map and its legend give written characteristics of
geochemical
landscapes
along
the
line
‘Chernihiv→Kherson→Dzharylgach Island’ and on any other line of your
choice.
3. Familiarize yourself with the map of geochemical landscape of
Ukraine – see atlas [79, pp.238, 297-298 – in Ukrainian]. What is the
system of the map legend? Using the map give written characteristics of
Polissya geochemical landscape and any other one of your choice.
Fixation of Results
1. Having filled in Table 12, develop a circular diagram of LEc
diversity by area geochemistry that was studied during the first two
laboratory classes.
2. Put down the area diversity by elementary geochemical landscape
ecosystems on a landscape profile and continue developing it from the
point started during Laboratory class #2.
3. Describe
geochemical
landscapes
along
the
line
‘Chernihiv→Kherson→Dzharylgach Island’ and on any other meridian of
your choice.
4. Describe in a written form the characteristics of the above-mentioned
geochemical landscape profiles.
5. Make conclusions.
Laboratory class 4
METHODS OF ECOLOGICAL PROFILING
Class aim: consolidation and enhancement of knowledge about space
characteristics of landscape level ecosystems; skills development for
ecological profiling and using it for landscape ecology.
Materials and equipment: a set of colorful area plans of 100 m in 1 cm (1:
10,000) scale or topographic maps of 1 km in 1 cm (1: 100,000) scale with
detailed conventional signs to them (fragments of landscape maps); atlases
[78,79 - in Russian] or another edition; measuring bars.

Table 12. LEc diversity (write down an area name) by
water-geochemical regime
Landscape ecosystems

Border

Eluvial

Coniferous forest

Area, %

Share in
degrees

Arable land
Total
Subaqual

Grass moor
Grassland

Total
Superaqual

Orchard
Steppe

Total

Home Assignment
Using recommended publications, lecture text, materials of previous
laboratory class and any other accessible information revise the material
from Topic 1 according with the answers to questions 1-27 in Annex 3.
Prepare a report ‘Appropriateness of Using the Method of Ecological
Profiling in Landscape Ecology’.
1.
2.

3.

4.

Course of Work
Familiarize yourself with the explanatory text and maps of Unit 2.9.
‘Ecological and Landscape Conditions [78, pp. 80-86].
Study a physical and geographic map of zoning (p.85). Develop an
ecological profile of physical and geographic provinces along the
meridian by an imaginary line ‘Chernihiv→Kherson→Dzharylgach
Island’.
Study the map Natural and Ecological Capability of Territories (p. 84)
along the same imaginary line ‘Chernihiv→Kherson→Dzharylgach
Island’. Define the criteria for marking on the map the landscapes that
differ by natural and ecological capability. Develop a profile of
ecological capability of natural landscapes by an integral indicator that
is used for making maps.
Study the map Anthropogenic Landscapes Changeability (p.84).
Define the criteria for marking on the map the landscapes that differ
by anthropogenic interchangeability. Along the same imaginary line
‘Chernihiv→Kherson→Dzharylgach Island’ develop an ecological

profile of anthropogenic changeability of landscapes by the integral
indicator given on the map.
5. Compare three developed profiles and explain their similarities and
differences. Compare physiographic provinces by the degree of
landscapes anthropogenic changeability; fill in Table 13.
6. Make a conclusion.
Fixation of Results
1. Put down physiographic provinces and LEc diversity on the ecological
profile ‘Chernihiv→Kherson→Dzharylgach Island’, the development
of which began during Laboratory class #3, by the following criteria:
natural and ecological capability, anthropogenic transformation degree.
2. After filling in Table 13, in the written form compare characteristics of
natural and ecological capability of physiographic provinces by the
degree of anthropogenic LEc transformation based on the ecological
profile ‘Chernihiv→Kherson→Dzharylgach Island’.
Make conclusions and try to suggest practical activities for the rational use
of the area based on the ecological profile and Table 13.
Table 13. Natural and ecological capability of physiographic provinces by
the degree of anthropogenic LEc transformation based on the ecological
profile ‘Chernihiv→Kherson→Dzharylgach Island’

Physiographic
province

Polissya
Etc.

Natural and ecological
capability, integral
indicator
Verbal
Similarity
evaluation;
degree,
conventional
%
unit
100;
Low;
almost
-4.3…-2.44
absolute
…
…

Degree of anthropogenic
transformation, integral
indicator
Verbal
Similarity
evaluation;
degree,
conventional
%
unit
Average
100;
transformed;
almost
5.31…6.50
absolute
…
…

Laboratory class 5
METHODS OF STUDYING LANDSCAPE ECOSYSTEMS BY
NEIGHBORHOOD
Class aim: consolidation and enhancement of knowledge about space
characteristics of landscape level ecosystems; skills development for

defining the relation of neighborhood between their spatial displays; use of
the feature of ‘ecosystem neighborhood’ for landscape ecology.
Materials and equipment: a set of colorful area plans of
‘Novograd→Snovske’ of 100 m in 1 cm (1: 10,000) scale; curvimeters,
measuring bars, etc.; sets of progress tests.
Home Assignment
Using recommended publications, lecture text and any other accessible
information prepare answers to questions 28-34 in Annex 3.
Familiarize yourself with the theory of building matrixes and graphs of
neighborhood relations [57, part 2, pp. 341-360].
Course of Work
1. Define the neighborhood of the following types of lands: forest,
plowed/arable land, inhabited areas on a topographic plan or map (see
Laboratory class #1) by the borders of apportionments.
2. Using the same maps collect information about the relation of
neighborhood of the following types of lands: deciduous forest, coniferous
forest, shrubs, deforestation, meadows, wetlands, arable land, orchards,
inhabited areas, etc. for building a LEc neighborhood matrix of the
‘Novograd→Snovske’ area; enter the collected information into Table 14.
3. Develop a graph of LEc neighborhood of the ‘Novograd→Snovske’
area according to the given table 5.
4. Determine and enter into Table 15 the length of two LEc borders
(apportionments) ‘Coniferous forest’ and ‘Snovske’.
5. Determine the order of ecosystem neighborhood that is located in the
center of a topographic plan (Lake Tyhe) with the following types of lands:
deciduous forest, coniferous forest, shrubs, deforestation, grasslands,
wetlands, arable land, orchards, inhabited areas (Novograd, Snovske); enter
the results into Table 16.
Fixation of Results
1. After filling in Table 14 and building the graph of LEc neighborhood of
‘Novograd→Snovske’ area, analyze the LEc neighborhood relation of
the chosen area. Put the graph down into a notebook as in drawing 1
(Annex 3).
2. Fill in Table 6 and analyze the length of borders of two LEc –
‘Coniferous forest’ and ‘Snovske’.
3. Fill in Table 16 and analyze the order of neighborhood of the Lake Tyhe
ecosystem with landscape ecosystems of different types of lands of the
studied area.

4. Make a conclusion about using border characteristics in landscape
ecology.
Table 14. Matrix of presence-absence of LEc neighborhood of
‘Novograd→Snovske’ Area

І
І
ІІ
Ш
ІV
V
VІ
VІІ
VШ
ІХ
Х

ІІ
-

0
-

Ш
0

ІV
0

V
1

VІ
0

VІІ
1

VШ
0

ІХ
0

Х
0

-

* Notice. The following landscape ecosystems are mentioned in the matrix: Іdeciduous forest, ІІ- coniferous forest, Ш-shrubs, ІV-deforestation, V-grasslands,
VІ-wetlands, VІІ- arable land, kitchen garden, VІІІ-orchard, ІХ- inhabited areas,
Х-other. Numeral ‘1’ means that corresponding landscape ecosystems have
common borders (border on each other); numeral ‘0’ – common borders are
absent.
Table 15. Length of borders of LEc ‘Coniferous forest’ and ‘Snovske’

Neighborhood
General length
Coniferous forest
Deforestation
Grassland
Forest belt
Orchard
Parable land
Kitchen garden
Ravine
‘Selitebna’ ecosystem –
lands intended for
Building
Other

Coniferous forest

Snovske

Length of borders,
m
%
100

Length of borders,
m
%
100

І
Swamp,
grassland

Table 16. Neighborhood order of the ecosystem ‘Lake Tyhe’
Neighborhood order of the ecosystem ‘Lake Tyhe’
ІІ
ІІІ
ІV
V
VІ
VІІ

Make a general conclusion to Topic 1 LEc Diversity and Ecological
Profiling. Progress test.

Topic 2. Human Perception of Landscape Ecosystems
Modern ecology grants significant attention to how a person perceives a
landscape (landscape ecosystems correspondingly), especially its
transformed forms, which influence the psychological and physiological
states of a person. These approaches are studied by perceptive ecology and
environmental psychology. Practical significance of similar evaluations is
important for forming a cultural landscape and managing it, choosing
separate ecosystems for including them into the network of the fund of
protected natural areas, allocating areas for recreational purposes, giving
lands for housing and industrial construction, etc. [57,58].
A number of evaluation methods of human landscape perception have been
developed but neither of them is given a special preference. All of them are
reflected in the following four groups of methods of landscape perception
study: expert, psychophysical, cognitive and experimental [48,65].
Expert methods aim at evaluating the landscape perceptive features by a
specialist-expert. The world scale of expert evaluation, which was
developed in 1968, considers 24 to be the highest point (some picturesque
views of Himalayas peaks); the highest possible mark of British landscapes
is 18 points, and flat Europe - 12 points. The disadvantage of these methods
is that experts’ evaluations do not coincide with the evaluations of people
who live in the landscape.
Psychophysical methods mean the use of physically measured
characteristics that correlate with subjective evaluation of its perception.
Slopes steepness, relative excess of relief, its horizontal breaking up, the
area of the entire vegetation cover and other physiognomic parameters are
taken as such features. Subjective evaluation is received by a survey
demonstrating landscape pictures and asking to evaluate ‘beauty’,
‘attractiveness’, and ‘aesthetics’ of each of them in points. Then landscape
objective parameters, which mostly influence its positive or negative
human perception, are defined by standard statistical methods. The
disadvantages of this method are the following: taking into account only
those objective landscape characteristics, which can be quantitatively

evaluated; researchers’ subjectivity while choosing indicators; and
landscape evaluation by components and not as a whole. Moreover,
subjective values possessed by a human being as a personality remain
behind attention.
Cognitive methods are aimed at individual evaluations of a landscape as an
integral holistic category. It is possible to find out these evaluations only
through direct survey. This survey is meant to demonstrate to the
respondents the pictures of landscapes, which they need to mark in terms of
their beauty, attractiveness, mysteriousness, complexity level, etc. Further
analysis is done in two directions – general (defining human perception of
a specific landscape) and differentiated (evaluation of different age and
social groups’ perceptions).
Experimental methods originate from a detailed ‘deep’ description of
interconnections of individuals with a specific landscape. It is done in a
verbal form and contains neither forecast nor quantitative evaluation.
In order to get statistically reliable data it is necessary to conduct a survey
of no less than 30 people and to find out social features – no less than 200
people.
Landscape evaluation may be done by photos or immediately in nature.
The issue of correspondence of human perception evaluations of a real
landscape and its photos are well studied. The conclusion is that
evaluations of different aspects of this perception are very similar. Main
prerequisites of the result accuracy are high quality of landscape photos,
the same format and same quality of printing. It is better not to combine
landscape photos taken in different seasons into one set for comparison
because the difference may be caused by not the landscape type but by the
fact that one photo was taken on a gloomy day and the other - on a sunny
one. It is experimentally found out that the number of images in one set
cannot exceed 60. A minimal duration of images display sufficient for
evaluations is 15 seconds. Modified methods of work with photos are the
following:
Method of point evaluation. The evaluation scales are closed; the number
of grades is 1-10 points. Received data are processed by mathematic
statistics methods calculating the arithmetic mean, its inaccuracy,
dispersion, variation coefficient, etc.
Method of semantic differential. The extreme points of every scale are
antonyms to evaluation of landscape features from the highest to the lowest
expressions (diverse – monotonous, nice - ugly). A respondent has to put a
stroke on this scale, which means his mark. The distance from zero to the

marked point is taken as a quantitative landscape evaluation. A stroke in
the middle marks a neutral meaning of this quality of the given landscape.
Method of paired comparison. Comparison is done for all possible paired
combinations of landscapes. If a set consists of 10 views, then we will have
45 comparisons for each respondent. The percentage of cases when a
certain landscape was chosen as the best one is a quantitative evaluation of
its attractiveness. A number of comparisons (NC) is counted by the formula:
NC=n (n-1)/2,
and results are convenient to put down in the form of a matrix.
The complex method of analysis and evaluation of landscape attractiveness
suggested by Steven and Rachel Caplan is widely recognised. These two
American ecologists came up with a conception that a person perceives a
landscape not by separate features but by some generalizing (holistic)
qualities that are impossible to bring to a simple configuration of elements.
Such qualities are complexity, coordination, predictability and
mysteriousness.
Landscape complexity is determined by the number of visual elements;
complex landscapes have a lot of information; putting it in another way if
one examines a complex landscape longer, he/she will always see
something new.
Landscape concordance causes the extent of order in a landscape, how
much elements suit each other, as well as the absence of elements that
obviously do not fit into its general outlook. Often repeated elements and
their regularity define its concordance. An integral landscape is, for
instance, a settled agricultural landscape with picturesque fields, framed by
forest belts or a park landscape of a regular style.
Landscape predictability is determined by its structure, in particular, how
precisely one element can predict other ones. In a predictable landscape it
is very easy for a person to orient him/herself, to find and remember the
way or separate places, etc.
Landscape mysteriousness presupposes that being absorbed in it a person
will find something new, often attractive, though it is not obligatory. This
landscape feature has been known in art for a long time; artists often depict
‘mysterious’ or ‘mermaid’s’ landscapes that ‘invite’ or ‘entice’.
The same methods or their modifications are used for LEc attractiveness
evaluation in nature. Special instructions are usually developed with a
certain applied aim for unification of the use of LEc attractiveness
evaluation methods. The order and procedure of evaluation as well as the

algorithm of results processing are distinctly described. For example,
L.V.Parhisenko and V.A. Sesin published recommendations for aesthetic
territory evaluation with the aim of protection [69].
Laboratory class 6
EVALUATION METHODS OF HUMAN PERCEPTION OF
LANDSCAPE ECOSYSTEMS BY THEIR IMAGES
Class aim: consolidation and enhancement of knowledge about landscape
level ecosystems diversity and skills development for evaluating human
perception of landscape diversity by images.
Material and equipment: a set of 15 photos of Ukrainian landscapes
(natural flat and mountainous, ground, aquatic, ecotone, field, plantation,
lands intended for building, etc.), which are demonstrated to students; other
supportive landscape pictures (Figures 24-30); a list of landscapes
(picturesque views) to be evaluated; blank forms of evaluation matrix and
scale.
Home Assignment
Using recommended publications, lecture text and any other accessible
information prepare answers to questions 35-42 in Annex 3. Prepare a
report ‘LEc Perception Reflection in Art: Roquel Kent, Martiros Sarian,
Mykola Rerikh, Arkhip Kuindgi, Mazimilian Voloshyn, Serhiy
Vasylkivskyi, Nikolo Pussen, Clod Loran, etc.’ [54, 62, 82].
Course of Work
Evaluate LEc attractiveness by photos using different methods in the
following order:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Yalta seafront
Yevpatoria seafront
The temple on Foros Cape
A wheat field
Carpathian hayfields
Spring garden
Autumn garden
Birch forest

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
…

Autumn deciduous forest
Sea landscape
A mountain water stream
Karadag view
Ayudag view
Gurzuf
Demerdgy mountain
…

Experiment conditions: a number of experts – 30, including 15 women, 15
men; the duration of a separate landscape evaluation is 15 seconds.
Task 1. Evaluate the attractiveness of enumerated LEc by a point method
on 1 to 10 point scale; fill in Table 17.

Task 2. Evaluate LEc attractiveness by Steven and Rachel Caplan method
on 1 to 16 point scale; fill in Table 18.
Task 3. Evaluate LEc attractiveness by the method of comparison using the
following scale: mark ‘+’ means that the preference is given to this
particular ecosystem in a pair of compared, the other one in a pair is
marked by ‘-’; general mark changes from 0 (evaluation mark ‘+’ means
absent) up to 14 (the meaning is missing); fill in Table 19.
Task 4. Having filled Table 20, compare methods of evaluation.
Fixation of Results
Fill in and analyze Tables 17-20.
Table 17. LEc attractiveness by point evaluation method
Expert
(last name or
code)
1* 2
Expert 1
Expert 2
Expert …
Personal
mark
Average
value

3

4

5

6

Point
7 8 9

10 11 … 15 Mean

*Notice. Here and in Tables 18-20 in line and the column with ‘*’ landscape
ecosystems marked by numerals are listed under numbers from 1 to 15 and an
average value of separate expert’s evaluation.
Table 18. LEc attractiveness by Steven and Rachel Caplan’s method
Feature
1*
Personal mark
Complexity
Integrity
Predictability
Mysteriousness
Attractiveness
Expert 1 mark:
the same
Marks of the
rest of experts:
the same
Average value

2

3

4

5

6

Point
7 8 9 10 11 … 15 Mean

Table 19. LEc attractiveness evaluation by paired comparison method
LE
1*
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Mark

1*
=
+
+
+
+
+
+
6

2
+
=
-

3
+
=

4
+

5
+

6
+

7
-

8
-

9
-

10 11 12 13 14 15
+ + + +

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Table 20. Summarized matrix of landscape attractiveness
evaluation by photos
Method
1* 2

3

4

Point
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

S. and R.
Caplan’s method
Paired
comparison
Average value of
personal
evaluation
Average value of
group evaluation
The same done
by women
The same done
by men

Conclusion has to reflect general LEc attractiveness evaluation by photos;
evaluation and prioritizing the methods; subjectivity level of evaluation,
evaluation dependence on expert’s personality, etc. It is recommended to
answer the following questions in the conclusion: which of the evaluated

LEc got the highest mark in all cases? Try to find a reason for this, write
the explanation down. Which of the used methods is the simplest? Which
one is the most difficult? Which method is the most objective (experts’
evaluations coincide)? Does evaluation depend on landscape perception of
a separate personality? Does such evaluation depend on expert’s sex?
Laboratory class 7
EVALUATION METHODS OF HUMAN PERCEPTION OF
LANDSCAPE ECOSYSTEMS IN NATURE
Class aim: consolidation and enhancement of knowledge about landscape
level ecosystems diversity, skills development for evaluation of human
perception of landscape diversity in nature.
Materials and equipment: the landscapes of Holosiyivskyy forest, which
are explored by students during independent walks, are used for evaluation;
a list of landscapes (views) that are obligatory to be evaluated; blank forms
of evaluation matrixes with evaluation scales. A set of test assignments for
progress testing.
Home Assignment
Using recommended publications, lecture text and any other accessible
information prepare answers to questions 43-45 in Annex 3. Prepare a
report on the topic ‘Experience in LEc Attractiveness Evaluation In
Protected Areas Management Practice’.
Course of Work
Walking through Holosiyivskyy park evaluate its landscape ecosystems on
the following 10 observation sites from the most favourable, in expert’s
point of view, angle:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The section of Heroiv Oborony street from NAU building 4 to building 1.
The area near the monument to those who perished in World War II.
The view of botanic garden from the main entrance.
Forest road from building 1 to dormitory 3.
The view of Holosiyivsky Pond.
The view of the forest road to the temple.
The view of Didorivsky Pond.
The view of Sports Pond.
The view of Horihuvatsky Pond.
The main entrance to Rylskyy’s Park.

Task 1. Evaluate attractiveness of each of 10 landscapes using the method
of point evaluation; fill in Table 21
Task 2. Evaluate attractiveness of each of 10 landscapes by semantic
differential method; fill in Table 22.
Task 3. Evaluate attractiveness of each of 10 landscapes by Caplan’s
method of analysis and evaluating landscape attractiveness; fill in Table 23.
Task 4. Compare the results of landscape attractiveness evaluation by
different methods and people; fill in Table 24.
Fixation of Results
Fill in and analyze Tables 21-24. To your mind what could be the value of
MSA-index or LCCD in the landscapes?
Table 21. LEc attractiveness by point evaluation method
Expert
(last name
or code)
Expert 1
Expert 2
…
Personal
evaluation
Average
value

1

2

3

4

Point
6
7

5

8

9

10

Mean

Table 22. LEc attractiveness by semantic differential method
Expert
(initials or
code)
Expert 1
Expert 2
...
Personal
evaluation
Average value

1

2

3

4

5

Point
6
7

8

9

10

Mean

Table 23. LEc attractiveness by S. and R. Caplan’s method
Point
6
7

Feature
1

2

3

4

5

8

9

10

Mean

Personal
evaluation:
Complexity
Integrity
Predictability
Mysteriousness
Attractiveness
Expert’s 1
evaluation: the
same
Evaluation of the
rest of experts:
the same
Average value

Table 24. Summarized matrix of landscape attractiveness
evaluation in nature
Method

1

2

3

4

Point
5
6

7

8

9

10

Point evaluation
Semantic differential
S. and R. Caplan’s
method
Average value of
personal evaluation
Average value of
group evaluation
The same done by
women
The same done by
men

Make a conclusion. Make a general conclusion to Topic #2 ‘Human
Perception of LEc’. Progress test.

Topic 3. Analysis of Landscape Ecosystems Anthropogenic
Transformation
Landscape is a quite broad notion, which has different meanings. In order
to be used in landscape ecology and biomonitoring the classic definition
that belongs to the academician L.S. Berg [44] is quite applicable: ‘a
region, in which the character of relief, climate, plant surface, animal
world, population and finally person’s culture merge into one harmonic
whole, typically repeated along the known (landscape) zone of the Earth’.
Saying it differently, landscape is a mosaic of place of growth, habitat and
land use conditions that change each other. Cultural aspect in its broad
sense has a more diverse ecotops spectrum until the whole spectrum of
natural ecotops of the area remains. However, gradually after the transition
to more intensive power-consuming industrial methods, unification of
tendencies of use and impoverishment of ecological conditions, and, finally,
ecotops happens.
LEc biomonitoring and bioidentification means forecasting the
development of vegetation, soil surface or ecosystem in general with these
or those planned actions and managing this development. The characteristic
of the ecological state is connected with two issues:
•

the most objective classification and characteristic of ecosystem
anthropogenic transformation level;

•

evaluation and description of biological structural changes.

The idea about ecosystem classification based on anthropogenic changes
level of the vegetation cover is not new. It was first, maybe, given by
Bernatsky (1905), having pointed out four categories: inviolate native
formations, native formations that suffer from anthropogenic influence
together with formations that once had been used by a human being and
now are abandoned; cultures with natural components; field under a
culture. Later classifications of Westhoff (1949, 1951), von Hornstein
(1950), Ellenberg (1963) [45] were developed. The latter one evaluated
anthropogenic influence on ecosystems and landscape by four indicators:
v subtraction of organic and mineral substances, important for ecosystem
budget.
v adding mineral substances or organic material including living
organisms.
v poisoning, i.e. coming of substances that are not typical for the given
ecosystem and do harm to living organisms.

v change of species diversity, displacement or depression of some species
and dispersal of others, including alien, introductive, etc. a ten-point
scale was developed for each indicator that, unfortunately, did not have
quantitative measurement.
Some authors use for analysis the following land units: forest plantations,
grasslands, arable lands, orchards, vineyards, countryside settlements, and
roads. The source of information is land use maps with marked
apportionments, by which the level of diversity and evenness of landscape
apportionments distribution and the level of their anthropogenic
transformation.
Stable and balanced development of sustainable nature management, in
particular agricultural type, is only possible with optimal ratio of natural
(conditional natural or quasinatural, seminatural ecosystems – for more
details see [76] and agricultural lands that meets ecological regulatory
actions for a certain region.
An ideal ratio for Ukraine is as follows: arable land – 1 ha; natural forage
areas (pastures and hay land) – 1,6 ha; forests – 3,6 ha; i.e. there should be
no less than 5 hectares of natural lands per 1 hectare of arable land.
A modern ratio of lands in Ukraine is as follows: arable land – 1 ha; natural
forage areas (pastures and hay land) – 0.2 ha; forest – 0.3 ha; there is only
0.5 ha of natural lands per 1 ha of arable land, so it is ten times
deviated.
A number of state documents predict a change of this ratio towards the
increase of the share of quazinatural and seminatural ecosystems as a result
of release and renewal of devastated wastelands of former arable areas. It is
suggested to get from 8 to 12 ml ha of arable lands out of use that will
ensure decrease of tilled agricultural lands of Ukraine from 78.5% to 57.9%
and will favor structure optimization of agricultural landscape. The ratio
between arable lands and natural lands will approximately be 1:1, i.e. will
remain five times deviated [75].
Quantitative methods of evaluation of LEc transformation level take into
account the structure of lands. F.M. Milkov [66] points out four types of
natural and transformed ecosystems in landscape by their ratio:
anthropogenic, the fraction of natural lands does not exceed 25%; natural
and anthropogenic (26-50%, correspondingly); anthropogenic and natural
(51-75%) and natural – over 75%.
For evaluation of anthropogenic pressure on a landscape P.G. Shyshchenko
[80] suggests using ‘point of LEc anthropization’, which is counted by the
following formula:

Banth= 0.01∑ bipi, where

{7},

Banth – ecosystem anthropization point; bi – degree of ecosystem
anthropization when using it for і-type lands; pi – share/fraction area of
landscape ecosystem, which is occupied by і-type lands. Anthropization
points bi are defined within limits of gradations set by the author (see Table
26 in Laboratory class #8).
In such a case regional Вант, calculated for nature management structure,
optimal for a separate region, may be treated as relatively normative
regional coefficients of anthropogenic pressure.
The main criteria of genesis (sometimes written ‘genetic’) classification of
anthropogenic ecosystems is the type of human activity or nature
management type, which causes modification of ecosystems and formation
of heterogeneity in the biosphere. There are several classifications based on
types of lands. The most appropriate classification for our purposes is the
one by B.V.Vynohradov – a famous Russian specialist on space methods of
landscape ecology - that is represented in his latest work Basic Landscape
Ecology (1998). B.V. Vynohradov takes into account the most important
anthropogenic factors that form complex anthropogenic ecosystems. It
includes six sections and twenty-three classes of anthropogenic terrestrial
ecosystems [53,55]. This classification is convenient and clear for a wide
circle of ecologists, and that is why it is more often used in scientific
research and everyday practice [60].
An example of successful testing of Vynohradov’s anthropogenic
ecosystems classification is its use in combination with the approach
regarding the evaluation of hemerobia level [55]. The approach was
suggested by lecturers of Agrosphere Ecology and Ecological Control
Department of the National Agriculture University of Ukraine –
academician of NAS of Ukraine, UAAS, O.O. Sozinov and professor R.I
Burda [53]. In fact, anthropogenic ecosystems of a certain area are assigned
a rank of their transformation. Another example is the use of brown
lacewings/hemerobia as an indicator of synanthropization of flora in a
serial publication Ecoflora of Ukraine [60]. In both cases there was used
Sukopp’s classification of anthropogenic ecosystems that was, in its turn,
based on the notion of ‘brown lacewings’, i.e. improvement of landscape,
ecosystem, agricultural lands, etc., introduced by Y. Yalas. G.Sucopp
differentiates between six levels of brown lacewings of ecosystems:
аhemerobia,
oligohemerobia,
mezohemerobia,
euhemerobia,
polihemerobia, and metahemerobia ecosystems.

Ahemerobia ecosystems – anthropogenic influence is absent. More often
the question is asked: are there still such ones?
Oligohemerobia ecosystems – anthropogenic influence is slight (wood
retrieval, insignificant change of nutrients inflow, etc.). These are forests
with slight forest attendance, wetland and steppes in protected areas, etc.
Mezohemerobia ecosystems are anthropogenically changed ecosystems
with secondary groupings that are formed under direct anthropogenic
influence (grasslands, artificial forest plantations of natural sorts).
Euhemerobia ecosystems with changed or created by people by biocenosis
cultivation (fields, orchards, vineyards, berry fields).
Polyhemerobia ecosystems with changed not only components but also
biotic (deep plantation plowing, open pits, etc.)
Metahemerobia ecosystems destroyed by biocides or ‘poisoned ecosystems
[45,50].
For ecosystems distribution on hemerobia scale the following biotic criteria
are valid: fraction of therophytes; neophytes; loss of species of natural biota.
In order to evaluate the level of anthropogenic landscape transformation we
need to have a sample for comparison. Potential natural vegetation may
serve as such sample. [NB: MSA approach requires the same – see Annex
8]. Under potential natural vegetation we understand vegetation
reconstructed through comparison of places of growth and analysis of
natural phytocenosis that remained as well as synanthropic vegetation
groupings. A methodical way of evaluation of landscape hemerobia level or
its parts is the following:
1. Division of the researched region into space units of potential
vegetation.
2. Analysis of vegetation groupings that correspond to the type of
territory use and the level of this use.
3. Comparison of vegetation groupings among themselves with the help
of the following criteria: neophyte and archeophyte fractions; a fraction of
local species that do not correspond to a given place of species growth; a
fraction of potential vegetation types; vegetation cover layers in
comparison with such type of potential vegetation; spectra of living forms
of vegetation groupings; spectra of living strategies of vegetation groupings
types; etc.
4. Location of vegetation groupings of modern vegetation by
hemerobia scale.

5. Mapping representation of hemerobia level in correspondence with
vegetation groupings expansion or hemerobia level of the dominating
grouping.
With such approach it is possible to divide units of modern vegetation in a
certain area of potential vegetation into hemerobia series or hemerobia
vegetation ranges. Vegetation units may transfer from one into another as a
result of spontaneous or controlled succession. Successions controlled or
caused by a person are always connected with the change of vegetation
hemerobia level. If a person stops using vegetation units, then succession
tends to some final grouping that means hemerobia level decrease.
At the same time the distribution of vegetation units by hemerobia level
scale enables objective evaluation of landscape ecological value change or
its separate parts. Knowledge about the hemerobia level of separate
vegetation groupings as well as interconnection between the direction and
intensity of landscape use and the corresponding vegetation structure will
make it possible to forecast and direct its development, as a result planning
landscape ecological value in future.
Ahemerobia and oligohemerobia territories deserve protection. Depending
on the location of separate places of growth it is also necessary to protect
mezo- and euhemerobia vegetation groupings. For example, plowed carbon
soils with a rich species combination (alfa-hemerobia biocenosis) or
perennial ruderal groupings in cities (beta-hemerobia cenosis). Because of
this maps of city hemerobia are eligible for singling out biotops that require
protection as well as regions that require plantings of greenery. If it is
necessary to save vegetation units typical for the past land use, it is
necessary to interrupt succession process at a certain hemerobia level.
Thus, the determination of ecosystem hemerobia level is based on precise
knowledge of nature and systems dynamics at cenotic and landscapeecological level. It is of a great practical value for both landscape planning,
its transformation and for nature protection.
Ecologists highly appreciate Shennon’s Biodiversity Index. Landscape
ecologists claim that landscape units of different order or any part of the
dry land represented on maps and evaluated with the help of Shennon’s
Biodiversity Index provide information about the number and space fraction
of territory elements and their subordination as about spacial manifestation
of informational context and landscape complexity.
Consequently, ecological importance of vegetation structures in the
landscape can be evaluated by many methods. Ecological evaluation will

be quite objective if ecological importance of any landscape is studied
according to the following criteria:
• naturality - hemerobia;
• fauna and flora richness;
• scarcity of certain species and cenosis.
Separate dependent criteria of biotic structure of some space can be
multiplied and sum up. The index of ecological value is calculated on their
basis by the formula:
n
ІЕV = ∑ (E ⋅R ⋅S ⋅V)
{8},
i=1
where n – biocenosis number, E – biocenosis fraction in the general area,
R – relative biocenosis scarcity defined by the frequency of their
occurrence, S – flora species richness, V – fauna species richness.
In case if some data is missing a simplified formula of the index of
ecological value is used, in particular:
n
ІЕV = ∑ W⋅ E
{9},
i=1
where W – ecological biocenosis evaluation, which is calculated by
hemerobia level in points.
Laboratory class 8
METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF LANDSCAPE ECOSYSTEMS
ANTHROPOGENIC TRANSFORMATION
Class aim: consolidation and enhancement of knowledge about diversity
and anthropogenic transformation of landscape level ecosystems and skills
development for their studying and controlling, in particular anthropogenic
pressure calculation.
Materials and equipment: A set of colorful area plans of 100 m in 1 cm
(1: 10,000) scale or topographic maps of 1 km in 1 cm (1: 100,000) scale
with detailed conventional signs to them (fragments of landscape maps),
Methodological guidelines: Terrestrial Ecosystems…[53]; measuring bars,
overlay grids.

Home Assignment
Using recommended publications, lecture text and any other accessible
information prepare answers to questions 46-55 in Annex 3.
Course of Work
1. Using the structure of lands (Table 10) and the plan or a topographic
map, evaluate LEc transformation level of a certain area by F.M. Milkov’s
scale [66] - Table 18.
2. Identify LEc anthropization level by P.G. Shyshchenko’s gradation [80,
81] - Table 19); assign each of them ‘anthropization point’.
3. Calculate a general anthropization point for the chosen area by the
formula {7}, where anthropization points bi are calculated within the limits
of set gradations (Table 26).
Fixation of Results
1. Write down the results of evaluation of LEc transformation level of a
certain area by the structure of lands (Table 25) and explain them.
2. Write down the results of evaluation of LEc anthropization level by P.G.
Shyshchenko’s gradation [81] - Table 27, and explain them.
3. Explain the results of transformation evaluation by two methods; write
down remarks concerning their advantages and disadvantages.
4. Make a general conclusion.
Table 25. Evaluation level of LEc transformation level
by the structure of lands [66]
Landscape ecosystems types
Anthropogenic
Natural and anthropogenic
Anthropogenic and natural
Natural

Nature lands particle, %
no more than 25
26-50
51-75
over 75

Table 26. Point scale of lands anthropization [81]
Lands type
Points
Natural protected territories
1-10
Forests
11-20
Wetland
21-30
Grasslands, pastures
31-40
Orchards, vineyards
41-50
Arable land
51-60

Rural building
Urban building
Reservoir, canals, ponds
Open quarry, moulded

61-70
71-80
81-90
91-100

Table 27. General point of LEc anthropization for the area (write down the
name) by P.G. Shyshchcenko’s gradation[81], Banth
Area
Anthropization
Anthrofraction of
Lands types
point of i-type land,
pization
i-type
bi pi
level, bi
land, pi
Deciduous forest
Mixed forest
Coniferous forest
Light forest, shrubs
Steppes
Grasslands
Grass swamp
Outcrops with single trees
Ravines, precipice, gullies
Sands
Deforestation
Orchards
Forest belts
Roads
Agricultural fields
Lands for building
Rural lands
Other
General evaluation,
Banth= 0.01∑ bipi

Laboratory class 9
USING B.V. VYNOHRADOV’S ANTHROPOGENIC ECOSYSTEMS
CLASSIFICATION WITH THE PURPOSE OF ANTHROPOGENIC
TRANSFORMATION ANALYSIS OF LANDSCAPE ECOSYSTEMS
Class aim: consolidation and enhancement of knowledge about diversity
and anthropogenic transformation of landscape level ecosystems and skills
development for their studying and controlling, in particular calculation of
anthropogenic pressure.
Materials and equipment: A set of colorful area plans of 100 m in 1 cm
(1: 10,000) scale or topographic maps of 1km in 1 cm (1: 100,000) scale
with detailed conventional signs to them (fragments of landscape maps),
Methodological guidelines: Terrestrial Ecosystems…[53]; measuring bars,
overlay grids.
Home Assignment
Using recommended publications, lecture text and any other accessible
information prepare answers to questions ##56-66 in Annex 3.
Course of Work
1. Study Summarized Table of Anthropogenic Terrestrial Ecosystems
[53, Table 13, p.37].
2. Using the data from Table 11 (see class ‘2’ and Summarized Table of
Anthropogenic Terrestrial Ecosystems [53] conduct LEc categorization of
the given area by the level of anthropogenic transformation by B.V.
Vynohradov’s classification.
3. Study Figure 31 ‘Anthropogenic Ecosystems Dynamics’ [53, p. 38].
Using Table 28 and Figure 31 ‘Anthropogenic Ecosystems Dynamics’ try to
distribute anthropogenic landscape ecosystems of the chosen area by
dynamic features.
Fixation of Results
Fill in Table 28. Build a circular diagram ‘Composition of Anthropogenic
Ecosystems of the Area (write down the name) by B.V. Vynohradov’s
Classification’. Make and write down an analytical conclusion about
diversity and the level of LEc anthropogenic transformation of the given
area.

Fill in Table 22. Build a circular diagram ‘Anthropogenic LEc Dynamics’.
Make and write down an analytical conclusion about dynamics of LEc
anthropogenic transformation of the given area.
Make and write down a generalizing conclusion about LEc anthropogenic
transformation of the given area and possible forecast directions of their
further development.
Table 28. Composition of anthropogenic ecosystems by B.V. Vynohradov’s
classification of the area [55] (write down the name)
Section
Class
Apportionments
Fraction
%
degrees

Table 29. Composition of anthropogenic ecosystems by area (write down the
name) dynamic features [55]
Ecosystem dynamics
direction
Demutational
Degressive

Cultivated

Succession
stage

Fraction
Apportionment
%

degrees

Paraclimax
Subclimax
Disclimax
Aclimax
Poorly
Moderately
Averagely
Strongly

Laboratory class 10
METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF LANDSCAPE ECOSYSTEMS
HEMEROBIA BASED ON G. SUCOPP’S CLASSIFICATION
Class aim: consolidation and enhancement of knowledge about diversity
and anthropogenic transformation of landscape level ecosystems and skills
development for their studying and controlling, in particular anthropogenic
pressure calculation.

Materials and equipment: A set of colorful area plans of 100 m in 1 cm
(1: 10,000) scale or topographic maps of 1 km in 1cm (1: 100,000) scale
with detailed conventional signs to them (fragments of landscape maps),
Methodological guidelines: Terrestrial Ecosystems… [53]; measuring bars,
overlay grids.
Home Assignment
Using recommended publications, lecture text and any other accessible
information prepare answers to questions ##67-68 in Annex 3.
Course of Work
1. Study Summarized Table of Anthropogenic Terrestrial Ecosystems [53,
table 13, p. 37]. Using data from Table 11 (see class ‘2’) and Summarized
Table of Anthropogenic Terrestrial Ecosystems [53] conduct LEc
categorization of the given area by hemerobia level.
Fixation of Results
1. Fill in Table 30. Build a circular diagram ‘Composition of
Anthropogenic Ecosystems by G. Sucopp’s Classification [45] of the Area
(write down the name).
2.

Define regional hemerobia index by the formula:
U= 0.01∑ rq

{10},

where r - a class of anthropogenic transformation or hemerobia, q fraction of a certain class of ecosystems in the chosen area, %.
3. Make and note down a generalizing conclusion about LEc hemerobia
of the given area and possible forecasting directions of their further
development.
Table 30. Composition of anthropogenic ecosystems by G. Sucopp’s
classification[45] of the area (write down the name)
Hemerobia
class
Oligohemerobia
Mezohemerobia
Euhemerobia
Polyhemerobia

Apportionment

Hemerobia
class
evaluation
2
4
6
8

Fraction
%

degrees

Laboratory class 11
METHODS OF CALCULATION OF ANTHROPOGENIC PRESSURE
ON LANDSCAPE ECOSYSTEMS
Class aim: consolidation and enhancement of knowledge about diversity
and anthropogenic transformation of landscape level ecosystems and skills
development for their studying and controlling, in particular anthropogenic
pressure calculation.
Material and equipment: A set of colorful area plans of 100 m in 1 cm (1:
10,000) scale or topographic maps of 1 km in 1cm (1: 100,000) scale with
detailed conventional signs to them (fragments of landscape maps),
Methodological guidelines: Terrestrial Ecosystems…[53]; measuring bars,
overlay grids.
Home Assignment
Using recommended publications, lecture text and any other accessible
information prepare answers to questions ## 69-76 in Annex 3.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Course of Work
Using data from Table 31 calculate relatively normative regional
coefficients of anthropogenic pressure for Ukraine in general and for the
natural zone, to which the chosen area belongs.
Calculate relatively normative regional coefficients of anthropogenic
pressure for the administrative region, to which the chosen area belongs
with the help of annexes to the Law of Ukraine ‘On National Program
of Formation of Ukrainian National Ecological Network for 2000-2015’
(or other updated version).
Compare received hemerobia coefficients (see Laboratory class #10)
and LEc anthropization point of the chosen area with relatively
normative regional coefficients of anthropogenic pressure for the
administrative region.
Compare the results with the information announced by Council On
Studying of Productive Forces of Ukraine (Sphere of Natural Resources
of Ukraine [73, p. 631], Annex 5.
Fixation of results

Fill in Tables 31-33. Write down comparison results. Make a generalizing
conclusion.

Table 31. Lands structure [75]
Arable
Variants of structures
Natural
Anthropogenic
Forests
lands
of lands
forage lands
natural
Ratio, ideal for Ukraine
1
1,6
3,6
1:5
Available in Ukraine,
1
0.23
0.30
1: 0.5
2000
Optimal: Polissya
12
30
38
1:5
Optimal: Forest-Steppe
31
30
19
1:1.6
Optimal: Steppe
33
30
17
1:1.5
Optimal: Ukraine
30
30
20
1:1.7
Table 32. LEc identification of the area (give a name)
Type of landscape ecosystems (lands)
bi
pi
…
…
Total

Banth i

Table 33. Relative normative regional coefficients of anthropogenic pressure
Variant of lands structure
Ratio, ideal for Ukraine
Available in Ukraine, 2000
Optimal: Polissya
Optimal: Forest-Steppe
Optimal: Steppe
Optimal: Ukraine

К

В

Make a general conclusion to Topic #3 ‘Analysis of LEc Anthropogenic
Transformation’. Progress test.

*Topic 4 Landscape Ecosystem Monitoring
*Laboratory class 12. Methodology of Use of Biodiversity Indicators of
Landscape Ecosystems
*Laboratory class 13. Landscape Ecosystems Monitoring: Planning and
Original Data Collection
*Laboratory class 14. Landscape Ecosystems Monitoring: Office Studies,
Data Analysis, Forecasts, and Recommendations Development for
Potential Users

*Laboratory class 15. Landscape Ecosystems monitoring: Application and
Practical Experience (excursion)
* Laboratory class 16. Testing on Application of Modern Landscape
Ecology Methods
Note. All (*) classes of the Topic 4 are in the Ukrainian language part of
the Student’s Workbook.

V. Prydatko

Ukraine, Pirogovo

Annexes
Annex 1, 3-7, and Annex 9 – in Ukrainian version of the Book
Annex 2. Examples of Final Test Questions for Students’ Knowledge
Evaluation on Pressure Based Modelling Approaches
The developed test questions can be useful for university students studying
such subjects as GIS in Agroecology, Applied Ecology, Protected Areas
Management, Terrestrial Ecosystems and Biomonitoring Methods etc., as
well as for students self-study and their home tasks.
1. Pressure based biodiversity modelling means:
1 Usage of species responses to occurred human impact (pressure) - for
developing scenarios and maps for decision makers.
2 Usage of industrial statistics for potential hot spots mapping to compare them
with species area that is important for conservation.
3 Modelling of climate change pressure to biodiversity until 2010.
4 Mapping of agricultural pressure to wild species habitats in all types of
ecosystems.
2. ArisFlow software requests scientists to operate with a grid size of:
1 6km x 6km.
2 50km x 50 km.
3 10km x10 km.
4 any grid.
3. MSA- index means:
1 Main statistic assessment (related to biodiversity).
2 Median species allocation.
3 Modular special aspect (related to biodiversity).
4 Mean species abundance.
4. Landsat data demonstrates the following spatial resolution useful for
biodiversity modelling:
1 about 1 km.
2 about 25…30 m.
3 about 0,62 m.
4 about 1 m (and better).
5. The most popular remote sensing data useful for terrestrial ecosystems
mapping in the region is:
1 LandscapeEco, GLOBIO, EEBIO.
2 Landsat, Terra ASTER, Terra MODIS.
3 ArcMap, Google Earth, Yaho Map.
4 ‘Ukraina-2’, NOAA.

6. NCI based simplified statistical modelling requires, first of all,
information about:
1 Quantity and quality of ecosystems.
2 Number of indicative species in agro-landscapes (especially mammals and
birds).
3 Green areas of urban landscapes per one inhabitant.
4 Forestation and deforestation.
7. Which software products from the listed below are most widely used by
terrestrial ecologists in GLOBIO Ukraine Region:
1 NOAA, Landsat.
2 Photoshop, Corel Draw.
3 ArcMap 9x, MapInfo.
4 ESRI, Leica Geosystems.
8. Land cover classes (as a result of processing of remote sensing data)
1 …exist independently as very complicated chaotic mosaic, without any
possibility to explain it.
2 …are well-ordered natural mosaic that also demonstrates the outlines of
landscape ecosystems and its elements.
3 …have no practical importance.
4 …only reflect the outlines of transformed (anthropogenic) landscapes.
9. Natural landscapes cover the following percentage of the total country
area (in Ukraine) – within the scope of the latest remote sensing special
research into active agro-landscape in 2003:
1 No less than 40%.
2 10%.
3 About 25 %.
4 About 5%.
10. RS-GIS index demonstrates:
1 Total length of landscape ecosystem borders.
2 Number of geosystems per selected area.
3 Needed spatial limitations for usage of Margalef index.
4 Amplitude of species habitat changes (in %).
11. Who was the first to introduce the term ‘ecosystem’?
1 J. Hutchunson.
2 E. Odum.
3 А. Tansley.
4 E. Odum & H. Odum.
12. What is the name of transitional ecological border between some typical
ecosystems?
1 Edaphon.
2 Ecotone.
3 Community.
4 Biogeocoenosis.
13. Choose the example of semi-anthropogenic ecosystems:

1 Tundra.
2 Tropical forest.
3 Waste treatment complex.
4 Forest shelterbelt.
14. Who was the first to introduce the term ‘CLUE’?
1 А. Tansley …et al.
2 Veldkamp, Fresco, Verburg et al.
3 E. Odum …et al.
4 K. Möbius …et al.
15. What is the ecosystem?
1 A separated place in the physical environment.
2 A part of the environment that can influence living organisms.
3 A community of organisms, interacting with each other, plus the environment
in which they live…
4 A group of organisms that belong to one species.
16. People support agricultural ecosystems at the stages of ecological
succession that can be named as …
1 Initial.
2 Midsuccession.
3 Climax.
4 Midsuccesional or climax.
17. A scientific study of seasonal changes in life cycles of organisms is well
known as …
1 Ethology.
2 Climatology.
3 Phenology.
4 Population ecology.
18. Overall MSA value of grid-cell is calculated by:
1 Summation of grid-cell with natural species number.
2 Infrastructure density.
3 Multiplying the remained MSA for each pressure.
4 Relative density of the threatened species.
19. Landscape ecosystems fragmentation index (by Shyschenko) is:
1 Кр= (М/Р)100%.
2 Кр= Δt(М2/Р)/100.
3 К=(РC/Nt)100%.
4 Q=∑Rx(М/Р)100%.
20. The CLUE model was developed to:
1 Calculate the future/historical expected MSA.
2 Classify land cover (LCC).
3 Simulate land use change.
4 Predict the expected land use demands.
21. The MSA index can be interpreted as a measure of:
1 Wild species number.

2 ‘Naturalness’ or ‘intactness’.
3 Ecosystems resistance to biodiversity pressures (%).
4 Spatial distribution of vanishing species.
22. The MSA index is calculated taking into account the following key
pressure factors that change (choose the correct row):
1 Humidity, contamination, percentage of forest land, infrastructure, fresh water.
2 Climate, nitrogen deposition, infrastructure, fragmentation, land use.
3 Pressure, projected cover, rare species, investment, birth rate.
4 Landscape diversity, indicators «2010», N, CO2.
23. The most significant biodiversity pressure for Ukraine is:
1 Forestry.
2 Infrastructure.
3 Agriculture.
4 Climate change.
24. GIS pressure based modelling is supposed to use such special software as:
1 ArcMap, Mapinfo.
2 Mapinfo and Microsoft Office.
3 ArcMap, Microsoft or Open Office.
4 ArcMap and Photoshop.
5
25. Key potential MSA users are:
1 National ecologists and decision makers.
2 Media.
3 Ecological NGOs.
4 Nobody.
26. Renewal of nitrate nitrogen in anaerobic conditions to molecular
nitrogen and its return into the atmosphere is called:
1 Nitrogen fixation
2 Ammoniafication
3 Nitrification
4 Denitrification
27. What types of nitrous compounds are accessible for assimilation by
plants?
1 Ammonia compounds and nitrates in soil solution
2 Nitrates in soil solution
3 Nitrates and nitrites in soil solution
4 Atmospheric nitrogen
28. Where are nitrogen reserves located?
1 In the lithosphere
2 In the biosphere
3 In the atmosphere
4 In the hydrosphere

Answer Key
Question
number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Correct
answer

Question
number

1
4
4
2
2
1
3
2
3
4
3
2
4
2

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Correct
answer

3
1
3
3
1
3
2
2
3
3
1
4
1
2

Annex 8. Glossary
(extract, see more in the Ukrainian language part of the book)

Hemerobia – a term introduced by J. Jalasa in 1955, i.e. improvement of
landscapes, ecosystems, etc. Jalasa’s successors, in particular G. Sukopp,
suggested differentiating six hemerobia levels, and, accordingly
ecosystems: ahemerobia, oligohemerobia, mezohemerobia, euhemerobia,
polihemerobia, metahemerobia. To determine near-naturalness Blume,
Sukopp (1976) introduced the term "hemerobic levels" for soils, analogous
to the term hemerobia in botany. Accordingly, various land use classes
were grouped in so-called hemerobic levels, according to the degree of
cultural effect on ecosystems.
Mean Species Abundance (MSA) is an index that calculates the mean
trend in population size of a representative cross section of species, in line
with the CBD 2010 indicator for species abundance (The International
Biodiversity Project. MNP, 2006. — p. 4. MSA – see our page 16, Part 1
and the original source [34]. MSA - abundance of original species relative
to pristine [88].
Modelling (Eng. modelling, simulation, German Modellieren,
Modellierung, Simulation) – is a method for phenomena and processes
research based on replacement of a specific research object for a similar
one (a model). Modelling is one of the main categories of the theory of
knowledge. In fact, any method of scientific research is based on this
model. The main types of modelling are physical and mathematical [27]. V.
P.: a) other sources of information state that M. is the method of study of
complex objects, phenomena and processes using their simplified imitation
(natural, mathematical, logical); it is based on the theory of similarity [37];
b) it is for the first time that we separate bioticgeoinformation M. – when
modelling an ecosystem projection on the surface of any digital map
received with the help of RS data or a plant or animal species areal of
geoinformation origin based on RS data; it is done by transforming species
requirements into the language of land cover
Selitebny – from Rus. ‘selitba’. A land plot in cities and towns, occupied
by buildings, orchards, and intercity roads. Explanatory Dictionary by
Ushakov <http://ushakov.myfind.ru/>. V.P.: i.e. it is originated from the
verb ‘selit’ (Rus.), settle (Eng.). In other sources it is ‘almost the same as
urban territory’ [37]. In English - lands were intended for building
(ABBYY Lingvo v.10).
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